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,Student death shocks, saddens Howard ·con1n1unity
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. Friend and fellow law student,
Tisha Greene, was also involved in
the accident, but received minor
By Monica M. Lewis
bumps and bruises. A native of Los
Hilttop Staff Writer
Angeles, Greene, 22, began her
first year of law school m midWell-liked, friendly and August.
·
arobi1ious. That's how those who
Bot h
recipients
of
blew Howard Maynard Clarke, 29, undergraduate degrees from the
deselibed him earl ier this week as University, Clarke and Greene left
oews of his sudden death spread for Florida over the weekend with
(hroughout the University.
two other classmates.
"My first reaction was one of
"At first, l was just in total
inilial shock," said Tene McCoy, a disbelief," said Inga Dyer, a thirdsecond-year law stude nt from year law student and longtime
Greensboro, N.C. "You just friend of Greene. "We kind of grew
couldn't believe that this could up together in Los Angeles. I was
happen to someone you just saw the just so relieved to bear that she was
ot&er day."
okay."
~
Sunday afternoon, Clarke, a
Clarke, who received his
second-year law student from bachelor's degree in journalism in
Rhode Island, was killed instantly May of 1994, bad made a name for
when a personal waterc:raft he was himself as a very active and positive
riding collided with a boat owned student.
by pop singer Gloria Estefao.
"He was always involved in
According to Miami Beach something," said Raymond Archer
officials, Clarke sustained severe Ill, dean of Student Life. "He's
h~d injuries when he fell i.nto the always been the kind of person who
boot's propellers.

Howard Maynard Clarke was known as a friendly, active and
assertive young man.

President Swygert to
deliver today's
Convocation address
. ----------1

wanted to do well and give back. He
was definitel7 commi lted to
helping others.'
Cfarke was involved in
numerous activities during his
undergraduate years including the
baseball team and the Liberal Arts
Student Cou ncil; for which be
served as president. For the past
two years, Clarke was a vol!,lnteer
for the Student Bar Association.
Most recently, he was a candidate in
last March's Graduate Trustee race.
"Maynard was just charismatic
persistent. He had tremendous
potential for leadership," Archer
• said.
"When I beard of his death, I
felt 'an extreme feeling of sorrow,
some regret and a good bit of
anger," Archer said. "I mean, here
you have a young, black man who
was not in jail, but working to
develop his potential. He surely
would have had the opportunity to
give back to his people."
Clarke's classmates spent most
of this week reminiscing about his
many fine qualities.
.
''Everything he did, he did it so

well. Maynard Clark was just 'the
· man'," said McCoy, whose most
fondest memory of Clarke was of
him giving roses to all the females
in hrs crass section this past
Valentine's Day.
" In every aspect of his life, he
was just so fulfilling. Maynard was
just so dear to us," McCoy said.
On Monday, students on the
Law School campus held a
memorial service for Clarke under
the watchful ·eye of such local and
national med ia such as People
Magazine and ABC News.
"It's been very much of a
.media circus," Dyer said. "They
[the media] went a little overboard.
I-lad it been someone else's boat, we
probably would not have heard that
much about it. The most important
thing is that a life was lost.'
Funeral services will be held in
Rhode Island this Sunday at 2 p.m.·
In lieu of flowers1 Clarke's parents
ask that any cootr1butions be sent to
the United Negro Collei:e Fund. A
special memorial service will be
held at the Law School chapel on
Wednesday at 11 a.m.
.

Walking for a purpose

By Crystal D. Davis

fiilttop Staff Writer
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Howard Univcrsitj President
H. Patrick Swygert wil deliver the
main address at the 128th Opening
Con'location today at 11 a.m. in

Cramton Auditorium.
Swygert will be speaking on
"ATUDeofChallenge and Change"
at lbe convocation ceremony, an
annual event held to officially mark
the oew academic year.
Alan Hermesch, spokesperson
for the University, says that the
Board of Trustees is responsible
forcboosing convocation speakers.
"The Board selects people who
are prominent in their field, and
pertinent to the issues of 109ay:' he
said.
The Board decided in April
diat the convention speaker should
be the new president of the
Uni\1:rsity, even though at that time,
the members were uncertain of who
tbenew president would be:
"The Board determined that
convocation would be (an]
appropriate time for the new
president to speak," said Henry
Lee,/rogram/poliey analyst for
Boar operations. "It will be his
fiist opportunity to have the full
University community available as
an audience for his first major
address."
Swygert, a Howard alumnus, is
the school's 15th president. He
received his undergraduate and law
degrees in 1965 and 1968. He is
also the fifth African American to
SC!Vtasthe University's !'resident.
Prior to assuming the
presidency al Howard, Swygert was
president of Albany State
Uni\irsity of New York since 1990.
Bebe that, Swygert was associated
wnh Tomple University in
Phtladelpbia, serving as special
C-Ounsel to the president from 1980

Campus
Campus Plus
National
International
Editorial
Perspectives
Tumpo
Pulse
Business
Sports
Hilltopics

!:'resident Patrick Swygert

to 1982, vice-president for
administration from 1982 to 1987,
and eventually, university executive
.vice-president in 1988.
In addition, Swygert has
lectured abroad in severaf different
countries, including Ghana, Egypt,
Greece and Italy, and is the author
of various articles on higher
education and law.
Presently, the Philadelphia
native is a board member of several
different organizations including
the Sage Colle~es in Troy, N. Y.,
and the Inshtute of Public
Admi,oistiation in New York. In
November, Swygert will become a
member of.the Board of Directors
of National Public Radio.
Swygert bas received s4<veral
awards and honors. In 1986,
Howard University awarded him
the Distinguished Postgraduate
Achievement Award in the Fields of
Law aod Public Service. He was
also awarded the Tree of Life Award
from the Jewish National Fund and
the Outstanding Educator Award
from the New York State Black and
Puerto Rican Legislative Cauc;us
in 1994.
The convocation ceremonies
will be broadcast live on the
University's radio and television
stations, 96.3 WHUR-FM and
Channel 32 WHMM-TV. 1

Hundreds were on hand for last Saturday's AIDSWALK 1995, Including s~veral student organizations f {om Howard Univer!3lty.
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St°:dents bury apathy at inoc~ fu~eral
By Chana Garcia
Hilltop Staff Writer
The chilly, rainy weather
couldn't damper their spirits or stop
their mission. A group of students
led by Undergraduate Trustee Omar
Karim "laid to rest" the apathetic
student in a "funeral" held by the
Rankin Chapel Monday.
Spirituals could be heard
along 4th Street as the procession
marched behind a hearse from
Slowe Hall to the main campus.
The purpose of the funeral
was not only to relieve students of
their apathetic attitudes, but also to
unite the entire s tudent body,
leaders and organizations.
Accordi ng to Karim,.
Howard can onry regai n the
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fighting spirit that it once had
through a caring and un ified ,
student body.
•
"In the past, Howard bas
been known for its student activism;
educational excellence, and ability
to produce the greatest number of
Black doctors, engineers, scientists
and business professionals. lo
contrast to our glory days, we are
now synonymous with apathy,
elitism and incompetence. We must
not allow this attitude to prevail," he
said.
Many students believe that
the apathy evolved because students
have forgouen about African
Americans who stru~gled and
paved the way for today s students
to get where they are.
•
"We're standing on the
shoulders of people wbo were
killed, brutalized, beat, scorned,

hosed and ctiastised for trying to get
an e'ducation something we take for
granted," Faraji Joh.oson said.
According to Johnson, this
attitude that is plaguing Howard
will become I\. catalyst tbat will
trigger a similar effect at other
hi~lori<?~lly Black colleges and
umvers1l1es.
According to Genea
Richardson1 president of Howard's
NAACP cnapter, the symbo lic
funera l butted not only the
apathetic student, but also the slave
mentality that results from
passiveness.
1 "We hope after tonight we
will go forth witb new energy, and
become more political and become
one in unity afHoward University's
campus," she said.
·
"So when you walk on this campus
tomorrow we hope you have a

better attitude and become more
involved and have a voice on
campus to know what's ioing on
and what 's affecting you.
Karim stressed this idea
of becoming involved and aware.
He advised every student to take a
leading role in an effort to make
Howard a better place.
For many of the
par1ici1>ators the burial signified
the end to negative attitudes and
marked the beginning of their new
outlook.
"This is a motivational
experience to ,orove that we have
some studenis here at Howard
University who want to give their
all and are trying their best to make
school what it's worth," sophomore
finance major Brian Salsberry said.
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This issue of The HILLTOP is
dedicated to the II1eII1ory of
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H. Ma~ard Clarke. ·
May 19, 1966-September 24, 1995
·May his soul rest in peace.
',-
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CAMPUS
humanitarian
award
Fillll student creates
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Film s tudent Fred Outten presents humanita rian Mother Theresa with the HOAM award as Sister
Sylvi a looks o n.

By Reginald Simmons
Hilltop Staff Wrtter
Junior Fred Outten believes that those who do good
works should be acknowledged, and has. created an
award to ensure that they are.
The Humanitarian of all Mankind (HOAM) award,
Outten's brainchild, was presented to Mother 'rheresa
June 22 in Harlem, N.Y.
. .
"Mother Theresa was selected for her hfet1me
commitment to the homeless and less fortunate,"
Outten said.
Originally given to entertainers that gave back to
their commu nities1 the HOAM award was later
expanded to honor humanitariarys "whose persona,\
sacrifices may not have been p)-lb\1cly ac~nowledged,
said Outten, a 48-year-old maJonng m f\lm .
.
Past honorees have included South African P,res1dent
Nelson Mandela, Richard Pryor, Jersey Joe W1Jcott and
the musical group The Bee Gees.
In J980, Outten created an o rganizatio~ that would
acknowledge individuals and events that improve the
world around them . The organization, Acknowledge
Special Events and Projects (ASEP) , . focuses _o n
"people o r events that proje_ct the world m a p~s111ve
manner" he said. ASEP strives to focus attention on
charitable actions that go unnoticed by the mainstream
population.
Outten sa id that his organizations w ill honor
individuals that make the world a better place as long
as they are in existence.
•

Forun1 help s
s tudents to
unde r s ta nd
Affirina ti ve
Action

Last week's General Assembly meeting did not establish a quorum, but they were able to conduct business as
usual Wednesday.

·General Assembly begins new year

I

•

problem wi th people having Assembly (UGSA) and UGSA
Programs
Di rector,
was
proxies."
By Erin F. McKinney
with
the
Rashid said two proxies were impressed
Hilltop Staff Writer
allowed in past years to each accomplishments of the meeting.
"We passed the meeting
representative. Th is year, the
After just one week of not HUSA administration has tried to gu ideline and we also were able
establishing a quorum, Howard 's remove all proxies because of the to pass the budget," Gerald said.
student government officials possible inaccurateness.
"last week we aidn't do either of
were able to get down 10 business.
"l feel as though if you are not those things because we weren't
Wednesaay night's Howard there then you should not be able able 10 establish a quorum (the
University Student Association to vote,'' Rashid said. "You are an number of representatives needed
(HUSA) General Assembly individual and no two people to be in atlendance in order to
meeting was the first chance for think alike. If there is an issue on conduct business)."
the student delegates 10 conduct the floor, you don't know exactly
The inadequate number of
business after tne first meeting how the person [another representatives attending the
did not reach a quorum.
representative) is going to feel General Assembly meetings has
Kofi Rashid , HUSA vice about the issue. If you vote on it caused concern among some
president, was pleased with the for that person, you are assum ing students.
meeting's turnout, but he was sti.ll
"I feel that if you're going to
the person thi nks like you."
disappointed in some of the
At Wed nesday's meet ing take the ini tiative to run for a
decisions made.
Rashid and HUSA president posi tion in which yo u are
"1 was more pleased with this Shawn Barney, pushed to get all
representing .a large number of
meeting than the last because of proxies removed. But in the end, the student oody, then you have
a11endance. It started 20 minutes 1t was passed that one proxy per the moral obligation to fulfill
late, but at one point we did have representative would be allowed. those responsibilities," Deidra
about 20 representatives come
Danette Gerald, School of Washington, a junior majoring in
o ut," Rashid sa id. "We got Communications representative biology, said.
everything on th e agenda for the Undergraduate Student
Sean Bennell, a senior
approved, but we had a big

Organizations
represent at fair
on 'the Yard'
By Alla R. Hashim
Hilltop Staff Writer
For the first t ime since the
Organizational Fair's inception, 35
student organizatio ns from all
across campus were displayed on
"the Yard" instead of in Blackburn
Center.
From 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
the Office of Student Life and
Activities and th e Howa rd
University Student Association
sponsored an Organizational Fair
on Thursday, September 28. Wayoe
Smith-McKenz1e, student activities
assistant, and Elaine Thylor, HUSA
programs director served as
coordinators for the annual event.
"The goal was to have all the
organizahons on Howard's campus
erescnt," Smith-McKenzie said.
'The fair has been going on for
many years, and it continues to be

a success."
In the past, the fair has taken
place during orientation week. This
1s the first year the fair has been
held on "the Yard.''
"The fair was held on "the Yard"
because we thouMt it would attract
more people," Thylor said. "We

want students to really be aware of
all the possibilities on campus.''
The 35 organizations that came
out 10 recruit and network on "the
Yard", included student councils,
state clubs, _relig ious groups and
sports orgamzahons.
Natalie Lillie, vice president of
the Entrepreneurial Society, hoped
to educate students about business.
"We want to give students the
opportunity 10 see what our
organization has to offer," Little
said. "We want to show students
how they can own their ow n
business.'
NAACP preside nt Jania
Richardson wanted eeople to
recogn ize the Howarcl chapter,
which she heads.
"Wcwant to inform students that
the NAACP is active on campus,"
Richardson said. "We also gave
them a chance to get information
about the Million Nian March."
Most organizations came to the
fair with the intention of informing
students. In the past, when the fair
was held during Orientation, only
freshman benefited.
This year, that wasn't the case.

(;

He feels that he draws his strength from positi
pc~ple ~vh ich is one reason why he chose Ho
University.
d h . . d
Before deciding to attend Howar , e _v1st1_e
University of Cal iforn ia and New York Umverstty,
he ultimately decided that Howard was the school
him.
"fl
..
"This campus is filled with beaut1 u pos111ve
and these are the type of people that I like to
surrounded by," Outten said. " I h~d an inspiration
write a film and I decided that 1f my film was
important that now was the time to do it," he said.
Outten who does not believe in procrastinati
immediat~ly began working upon landing at Ho":' .
Outten founded the National Black Players Coahh
(NBPC), which oversees all Black male and fem
athletes on the high school and collegiate level.
NBPC serves to safeguard and protect the rights
Black athletes.
He has already made plans for a special ceremo
ho noring prominent male and female athletes in
world. The ceremony will honor individuals such
Eddie Rob inson, Dom inique Dawkins, Wil
Rudolph, Marvin Graves, Doug W illiams and Ch
Ward, just to name a few. Outten has also planned
musical salute called " Quaterblack" to accompany
tribute.

majoring in psycho logy, shares
simi lar feeli ngs about elected
student officials fulfilling their
obligations.
"l feel as though student
apathy is also a contribution to
tfie downfall of the University,"
Bennett sa id. "Those students
who ra n for office and were
elected should use their position
to benefit the school and not just
their resumes."

Although some students may
worry about the performance of
their st udent representatives
others remain opllmistic.
"If any one is familiar with
what happened last year, ther,
would know that there wasa t
even a Ge neral Assemblr,
meeting held until November, '
Gerald said. "We couldn't get a
quorum
because
all
representatives' (phone] numbers
weren't avail able. This year we
have gotten of to a very good
start."

By Natasha Lindsey
Hilltop Staff Writer
W hat was planned as a small
forum o n affirmative action turned
into something bi.,filler. Studen ts
filled the commumty room at the
Bethune Annex to listen to panelists
discuss why Howard students really
need to care about af(irmative
action.
" If we want to find the nature of
affirmative action, we have to go to
the circumsta nce that brought
affirmative action about," speaker
Reginald X said.
The recent threat to affirmative .
action began w ith one case by a .
White contracting firm that went
ou t for, b ut was no t offe red a
particular job. Quo tas caused the
Wh ite firm to lose the job to a
minority contracting firm . This
case prompted an in-depth look
into
affirmative
action.
Immediate ly, a snowball affect
occurred and soon after th is case,
California voted to eliminate
affirmative-action programs. Now,
affirmative action is on the verge of
being eliminated completely.
ATter relating the history of
affirmative action, the panelists
offered detailed reasons as to why
students need to stand up for it.
"We have become complacent;
we aren't too mad anymore- we've
gouen jobs through affirmative
action. We need to understand what
affirmative action is all abou t "
speaker David Gaither sa id .
"Howard must take the forefront of
this movement so affirmative action

isn't cut."
Gaither and other panel ists
bel ieved that we, as people and
students, need to get to the root of
affirmn tive act io n in order to
understand it. Reginald X asked
students to look at the

Emanc ipation Proclamation,
Civil Rights legislation as "Ba~
aid" solutions.
· ''Their intention was not to
right br, us, but to appease Bl
people, ' Gaither said.
The affirmative-action for
turned into an information sessi
on other issues that pertain
Howard st udents. Cutbacks
financial aid and student Joans,
we ll as cutbacks aimed
hi~tori<;~lly Black colleges a
umvers1t1cs were among the o
topics of discussion. Howa.rd is
of many schools t hat will fi
cutbacks in funding this year.
panelists warned students that
they do not act now, Howard mzJ
not remain a predomi nately Blad
university.
"Your leadership begins now..
don't believe in deferrd
compassion, saying, 'Once I ge
myself in order, I will help.' In tlii
life we're never together. It mus
start now," President Swygert sai!
Swygert also offered studem
some reasons as 10 why Howard i
Still in ex istence and why studeDl
need to be involved in issues sud
as affirma ti ve act ion and th
Mill ion Man March.
'·We're not called 'the Meca
for nothing. It 's about leadershi
and service to an African diaspon
this is a reason why Howard Ill
survived wh ile o ther institutioc
have fallen," he said.
With all the information that \ll
given to students over the courset
fhe evening, there was 01
outstanding solution offered: ti
Million Man March.
Th is may be the beginning 1
many more protests.
Sa id Gai ther: "Students ha,
been the spark of new movemcn
around the world. We must not I
this pass us by.''

Housing
plan may
close
Meridian
By Alain Joseph
Hilltop Staff Writer

In an effort to bring Howard
stude nts closer to campus
~tudents may no longer be able to enter Meridian, the largest off-campus dormitory n ext year
Un iversity officials may close
,. •
.
·
Meridian Hill Hall and stop the W\11 determme whether Merid ian campus.
will be closed . Meridian Hall has
''It is a conveni
fi
~he!iper, ,,a,~ Cynd i Douglas,
shuttle bus service.
on campus becaus~i f~-fir~S IO ~c Junior . maJormg m _anthrO[.>Olog
According to Steve Favors, vice the capacity to house 688 residents.
Presently
488
students
live
there.
for stuaents to get 10 'c1asseasier b _Not all students hke the idea<
presiden t of S tudent Affairs,
Carver Hall, located at Elm and
time have access
.es on
emg_ on campus, and some ew
bringing the students living off
Second
streets,
is
expected
to
and
io
campus
activ\~i:h~
hbrary,
q
uestion what Howard will d.o wil
campus in University housing
"lam air for stud
s. .
the money saved by stopping ti
closer to campus would simpl ify reopen next year, after renovations
are completed. The reo[.>ening will
campus, with the ~n;! ~~mg on s h~ftle bus service for students.
campus life.
.d d ,, m?re
I n~ed to be off ca_rnpus, and
" Ideally, o ur housing plan is to create 170 more housmg spaces security will be
Baker prov; e •. S~td
a ppreciate the convenience of ti
have all student bousmg located for students. Thro other 6 uilclings Louis
Ju nior shuttle bus. I_f Howard ever stoJ
close to campus," Favors said. "It located in the Quadrangle are communications 'ma·o
A lt hough the l
the bus service., I want to kno
is _easier for security to patrol, and schedul~d. to be renoyated, creating
questions The need fi niverSity
wha t t hey _wil l do wi th ti
11 1s easier for students 10 carry out 400 add1h0!Jal housmg spaces.
If
Meridian
closes,·11
will
be
the
service
when
all
the
or
a
shuttle
$200,000.
This money should go
their affairs.''
prov1~e
services
to the students •
Although an exact date for the last of the severa l off-campus dorms are closed studeorc~~phs
1
reducmg to cost _of _housil)&:'. sa
closure of Meridian has not been dorms to close .. Eaton and Sutton shuttle busserviceshoulds sat. e
0 · Sandamel_a , a Junior maJormg
established, the target date is the Halls were clos_ed d uring the to run even if Mer id". fnt1nu1e
summer of 1994, and last semester costs the Univers·
architecture.
end of the academic year.
2 c oses. t
year· to operate the'~ v 00,000 a
A l~xie_ Alcide, a so_phomo
William Keene, dean of Park Square, located o n 16th Street
"They
should ice.
maJormg m cornrnunicahons sai
Residence Life, said factors such as NW, was closed.
. James Ba_nks, a junior majo ring accommodate student
~lwac;s
" I t_hink students should ha;e t
enrollment totals for this year
1th
!n
\herapeu11c
recreation,
said
that
shuttle,
because
that
is
,:h
~
t
e
option of whether or not they wa
current housing space available and
3
• we pay
to be on or off campus and t
future projechons for enrollment 11 1s an excellent idea to have for The Univcrsit h
student centralized on Howard's
buying their own\sus°uld tmhve~t m
University should always provi
' so at it is bus service for the students."
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CAMPUS PLUS
Buried Dead or Alive
'Funeral' leaves students to debate, examine value of Howard apathetic attitudes
By Kenyatta Matthews
Hilltop Staff Writer

The apalhctic s1udcn1 is officially buried
siJ (eel underground ~nd so are lhe
, nega1ive, powerless feehngs 1he corpse
~ d . Allhough studenls have given
lheir final fareweirs to the deceased, they
wonder if ils apathetic sp iril will be
resUITcct~d and naunt Howard s1udcn1s

ooo:agam.

Studenl apathy has been a major issue
,1Howard. The most visible example of
IJ)llby is when HUSA and s1uden1council
rlc:ctions roll around in March.
In 1990, :;200- Iess 1han 25 percent of
lhc entire Howard student populat ioncame oul to vote at 1he HUSA e lections.
The figures have decreased each year.

And, while Howard s1udents are
infamous for complaining, few become a
part of lhe solu1ion.
Lack of respect, knowledge and school
spiril are a few reasons for the lackadaisical
attitude toward student involvement.
"Laziness and lack of knowledge cause
s1udents to be apathc1ie. S1uden1s don'l
realize 1he impact of their actions. They
clon'l rea lize 1ha1 we are all sufferinP.
because of their laziness. Most people don t
lhink thal any1hing is going 10 effccl I he m,
so they don'1 i>articipate," said Alex
C~erisme, a senior maJoring in political
science.
The burial was 1hetirs1 slcp in exorcising
1he apa1he1ic spiril of s1udents. Many
s1uden1s fch !hat 1his event would awaken
01he_rs. 10. rea)ize how imporlanl s1udcn1
par11c1pa1ton 1s.

"People are realizing now 1ha1 if 1hey
aren't involved in the happenings on
campus, then lhey're missing .out on
changing 1hings. It's enlightening students
and makmg tliem more aware," said Doug
Toylor, a senior majoring in business.
But some students fell that the burial
wouldn'l change anything on campus, or
would be like preaching to the c hoir.
"The people who participated in 1hc
burial are most likely not apathetic. We arc
the ones who get out and show we care. The
apa1hc1ic students were the ones who stayed
in the dorm rooms during the march. They
aren't goin~ to come out to events 1ike the
burial. We re no1 reaching the people who
are apathe1ic," freshman Danielle ~anson
said.
Many students didn'l think 1ha1 lack of
participation in the burial meant 1ha1 they

Towers kick-out baffles
. students on dorm rules
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The soph omo re psychology
Frelow still sent a lc1ter slating 1hat
lhc Howard Plaza Towers "could no major also said some rules should
By Natalie Y. Moore
longer accommodate their lifestyle" be re-evaluated.
fiilltop Staff Writer
" I think certain rules arc unfair
ancf to vacalc within 48 hours.
Johnson and Reid now reside in because they arc emphasized more
When roommates Benjamin
o n some floors than on others. And
Johnson and Jamal Reid moved S lowe Hall.
"Frelow was ou1to prove a point some students arc discriminated
intO the Howard Plaza Towers West,
lheYbad no idea their stay would be To show his influence over the because of the location of 1heir
Towers ," Reid said, who also room," he said.
1sbor1 one.
Frelow, who manages the East
Barely one mon1h af1cr the claimed he was only informed once
and
Wes1 Towers, saia this is the
by
security
to
lower
the
level
of
anluous moving-in process, the
youngest group of students the Wes1
music.
sophomores foun d 1hcmselves
Jo hnson thought it was simply a Towers has ever housed.
rq,aclting boxes and re locating out
"It's a Ii1tlc bit harder for
mailer of prejudgment.
oflhe newly conver1ed dormitory.
students
to adjust 10 open living,"
"He
rFrclow]labcled
us
as
drug
Johnson and Reid were
and
po1ential he sa id. "Studcn1s 11iink it's an
dismissed from their double studio dealers
apar1men1, no1 a dorm.''
after blas1ing DJ lurniablc music troublemakers," Johnson said.
And Frelow said there is no
Bui Johnson and Reid's sudden
from their pfaza level palio in 1he
difference
between residing in the
housing
termination
leaves
other
beginning or Sep1embcr.
East or West Towers.
residcms to wonder about house
Although the two never received
"There is very minimum in the
rulcs-wri1ten and unwri1tcn-1he
Ille iniliaf routine warning lcltcr,
Tollers Property Manager Larry regulaiions behind them and if building differences," Frelow said
inaecd they are different from the of the six-year-old units.
ficlow said the two were verbally
Those differences being. the
East Towers.
nmcd Ii\,: times by campus police
West
Towers residcn1s pay rent up
Despite
1he
issuing
of
contracts,
andtbe building coordinator 10 1urn
the music down- in addi1ion to a rules and the Towers newsletter to fron1 in one lump sum, housing
prior verbal warning aboul the the residenls, some are st ill assigl'\ments arc made through the
excess fool traffic in their unceriain if the high-rise is an Ofnce of Residence Life, there is a
dorm council, twice as many
apanmenl or a dormitory.
o«upancy..
f .
I
Issues such as quie1 hours and student assis1ants and allernating
"Acertam amoum o noise !eve
and foot traffic (isl 1101 a regulation, the actual roles of student assistants male-female floors.
Bui Frelow said studenls in 1he
bu1 respect lhe rights of s1uaen1s on seem undefined.
Towers rcsidenl D. LaRonn West Towers have li1t le to complain
lhal floor," Frelow said.
E,-en after Johnson and Reid met Smith, who was oblivious 10 the 7 about.
p.m.-7 a.m. study hours, bas been
~ith Residence l;ifc Dean William
"I think students are happy
Keene, their student assistant and a threatened o n several occasions tci living here. They don't feel
be
evic1ed
by
Frelow
for
loud
music
aicmber from the Judiciary
oppressed," he said.
playing.
Coouni11ee to help plead 1heir case,
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Some students have resorted to usin!,I pay telephones because
of high ACUS prices.
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By Usa Prince
HHltop Staff Writer
ll:Iecommunications directors
tnd HUSA leaders addressed
~Iocaudent concerns about the cosl of
.I lel_ephone calls on Howard
Un1vers1ty's ACUS system in a
fot)!m last Thursday.
We know 1he s1udcn1s arc
concerned about the fee, but over
lhline_years we have been subjected to
lie amoums of money. Because
of~ low amounts of money, we
must raise the fee or eliminate other
trvices:• said Janis Nic holson,
cttor of telecommunications.
Students living in dormitories
pro1ested !he $30 monthly fee
bill\ Ibey mus1 pay to ACUS, the
mg system set up by pJ&T and
~ d University. ACUS requires
~-,,is 10 pay this fee, regardless
of
many local calls they make.
eputy
director
of
telecommunications Chuck Moore,
prcsidem Shawn Barney,
~USA vice president Kofi
Rashid were presen1 10 answer

tvc

1/r

:sA_

ques1ions.
Barney said HUSA had nothing
10 do w ilh the monthly fee,
although ii did endorse charging
studen1s a flat rate.
"We simply suggcs1ed that there
be one flat fee for the s1udcn1s, so
they would no1 have to worry aboul
their phone anymore," Barney sai9.
"Then they could budget their
money accordingly. We had no sar,
so in how much that fee would be.'
Nicholson explained that the $30
flat fee is based o n 1he way students
have used the phone in the past
three years.
"This year, we looked at ho:,v
much the students use the phone m
five monlhs, divided that number
by the expected number of students,
for the year," Nicholson said . "The
fee is not because we have past
back bills, we s1ar1 off wilh ~ clean
slate."
Some students said they were
unaware that the fee includes
unlimited local calling.
"Even if a person goes over t~e
average of four calls a day, there 1s

"We need to educa1e students on how
!heir apathy is going 10 affect them. We
can't be passive anymore. We have to point
out to our fellow students when they arc
being lazy:' Cherisme said.
Some believe that apathy has retired to
its final resting place.
Keisha Lowe, a sophomore majoring in
international business said, "This burial
was the jumping off point to where we need
10 go. It's a little step to the big goal. II was
also the most important s1ep. We arc trying
to gel everyone to see how importanl it is
to leave behind old altitudes. Once that
happens, I don't see why there should be
any apa1hetic studen1s anywhere. That's
what the burial was all about."

Arts and Sciences host
student leader niixer

HUSA leaders, others
address student
concerns at telephone
forum in Quardrangle

I

:d

were apathe1ic. Although he didn't
participate in the burial, Toylor doesn't feel
he is contributing to the apathetic attitude
on campus.
"People shouldn't assume tha1 just
because I •d idn't march means that I'm
apathetic. I jus1 had other things to do."
Geoffrey Montague, a second-year
freshman majoring m business, agreed
that not participating in the burial aidn't
demonstrate apathy.
" I knew abou11he burial, but I couldn't
participate because I have my own
problems. J(ldon't do good in school, I'll
be buried myself. Just 6ecause I take care
for myself first doesn'l mean I'm apathetic."
A[though students differ on whether the
burial would e limina1c student apathy, they
d id offer other solu1ions to ensure 'that
apathy would remain six feet under.

no c harge," Nicholson said.
S1uden1s were also concerned
abou1 1he lenglh of time they arc
given to pay 1he bill.
" I received my bill on September
15 and the bill was due Sep1cmber
19. I was given three days to send
my bill ou t," said freshman
Monique Phillips.
Nicholson says the telephone
company has a 15-day grace period
for mail mishaps.
Sugges1ions f-rom the students
arc dennitely accepted, Rashid said.
During 1he meeting, Moore
wrote down the s1ude n1s'
s ugges1ions to take back 10 the
telecommunications office.
"We j ust want a solution where
1he University does noi lose
anymore money, because we can't
afford it and so the students don't
have a ridiculous fee," Rashid said.
Many students had suggestions,
such as paying for each individual
call or hav ing the phone bill
included in tui1ton payments.
" It has been considered 1ha1 the
phone bill be included in the tuition
then financial aid could cover the
cost," Nicholson said.
Jawanna Smith, a freshman
majoring in legal communications,
said tha1 many freshmen do not
know people who live outside the
dorms.
"I'm from Seattle. I don't know
anyone here to call," Smith said. "If
I don't make any local calls and
someone else makes $60 worth of
calls, I basically pay for their calls.
The fee is poin1less."
Students said they had mixed
feelings abou1 the fee and the
meeting.
"The mcc1ing was very
informa1ive. Now l have a better
understanding of where the $30
monthly fee der ived f-rom," said
Jenl) ifcr Randle, a freshman
sociology major.
But 01her students said they
simP.IY refuse to pay lhe monthly
fee 1f they can get around doing it.
Phillips 1s o ne of those students.
" If I can receive local calls, 1800 long distance and campus calls,
I'm gelling my ,1>hone cul off
1omorrow," she said. "There is no
way I'm going 10 pay $30 every
month when T can get all those
services fur free!"

Dean Archer mingles with students.

By Angel D. Lloyd
Hilltop Staff Writer
A common goal on Howard's
campus is to get 1he students more
involved and informed in school
events. II is the job of studcnl
leaders 10 help s1uden1s and 10
encourage them 10 participate in
ac1ivi1ies on campus.
Bui if1he leaders arc not united,
how can 1he studen1s follow their
guidance?
In an attempl 10 promote unil,):'.
among Howa rd Universi1y s
student leaders, 1he College of Arts
and Sciences hosted a social mixer
on Tuesday night in 1he Blackburn
Center. In aucndance was President
H. Patrick Swygcn, Dean
Raymond Archer of Student Life,
Vice-Presidenl of Student Affairs
Steve Favors and various studen1
council officers and organization
leaders.
According to Jennifer Campbell,
Student Council Presidenl of ArLs
a nd Sciences, the officers had been
thinking of gelling lhc smdents
together since the summer.
"We though! 1hat since Arts and
Sciences is ine largest school, we
needed 10 be the o nes 10 gel all 1hc
leaders together," she saio.
Campbell, a graduating senior,
feels that a lot of 1he Ieacfers have
the same agenda and that the
council planned the event so 1hat all
the leaders could exchange ideas,
s upport each others programs and
even make con1ribu1tons to events
that other schools JJlanned.
"This is an informal way of

opening the lines of communica1ion
between schoo l leaders," she said.
Howard Lee, Student Council
President of the School of Business,
auended the mixer to es1ablish
friendly relationships with the other
leaders.
"II is important and heahby 10
know each other on a personal level
as Op(l?Sed to just a business level,"
he said.
However, Lee feels that more
students need to ge1 involved. He
has observed more studen t
ac1ivi1iesoncampus, buthesees1he
same people 1>lanning them. He is
constantly informing the students
about 1he school's events in order to
gain their support.
Aside from student leaders, a
couple of Howard's administrative
leaders also auended the mi.xer.
Presidenl Swygen spoke 10 the
student leaders at the mixer in a
brief, but encouraging and
supportive speech.
"The very same people I looked
Ufl to were people wno made a
difference and con1inue to do so,"
the 1965 alumnus said. "Each of
you have the same potential 10
succeed."
.The President also told the
students 1hat not only do they serve
as leaders, but they are also teachers
and that is why 1heir work is so
imP,(!rlant.
'As long as you main1ain your
fidelity ancl respect each otncrs
values, then you will continue to do
good service,," Swygert said.
Archer al~ offered his support
to the studen1 leaders. He feels inat,

aside from his office, ii is essential
for student leaders to take charge
a nd gel involved .
Archer
commented that the University is
divided into separate schools and it
is important for them to unite.
"There is a lack of sharing of
information ...students have found
other students with similar interests
and 1hey keep to themselves," he
said. "This event will succeed in
promoting unily."
With a new theme, "Rising Out
of the Valley," and a new council,
the School of Allied Heallh is
hoping 10 get their students
involved and plan new activities.
Student Council Prcsidenl Felicia
Harden was determined 10 meet
new people and make a name for
her school al 1he mixer.
"No one knows about our
school, we are always left out," she
said.
They have taken their first step
by organizing the first pageant in
tenlyears and Harden hopecfthat she
could eventually plan evenls with
some of the other smaller schools.
Roger Mitchell, chairman oflhe
Campus Pals, also felt the mixer
wou ld be beneficial 10 his
/ organization. He hoped to form
new rela1ionships, open doorways
, and place faces with names.
He also said this mixer was an
example of the new spirit a t
Howard.
"With lhe new president, there is
a shift in focus of the mission of
Howard," he said, "ii has become
more important for the students to
unify."

Greyhound contract makes
student travel easier
By Reginald L Simmons
Hilltop Staff Writer
"Go Greyhound a nd leave the
driving to us," was easier said than
done last semes ter for many
Howard students.
For 1hose s1udents who were
visiting fr iends and family, the
Greyhound station, localed at J005
1st St. NW, was not easily
accessible.
"You ei1her had 10 catch a cab,
ride the bus or carry your bags from
Union Station 10 the bus stop,
which can be a big hassle if you
have a lot of bags," said Rliesa
John, a junior maioring in speech
pathology.
Grcyl1ound and Howard have
now combined forces to bring
direcl serv ice from 1he University
10 New York and Newark, N.J.
Kim Peart, a sophomore from
Long Island, N.Y., feels that the
plan will benefit many students.
"I'm glad 1hal Howard did
something to hcli> its students save
money. Before, I had to pay $5 for
a cab ride 10 the station, then catch
another cab when I got to New
York."

Administrators a lso agree that
the cosl of traveling home, even for
a weekend, can be very expensive
and troublesome.
"Before, students had to catch
cabs or look for rides to the station.
But because of this contract, the
Greyhound bus will leave. from the
shuttle stop and travel direclly .to
[the s1uden1s' des1ination]( said
Daanen Strachan, associate airec1or
of Student Activities.
Strachan was instrumental in
sett ing up the contract wi1h
Gre,i;hound.
' Greyhound bad been providing
services 10 the University of
Maryland and 10 Georgetown
(University]. We just wanted to
make sure they weren't forgetting
Howard," he said.
The Greyhound bus serv ice will
begin on Friday, September 29. II
will depart from 1ne main gate
every Friday at 4 p.m. Tickets can
be purchased al Cramto n
Auditorium for $24 one way, $46
round-trip.
Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins,
direc1or of Student Activities, urges
students to participate in the 6us
services because they are reliable
and safe.

"Greyhou,1d has certified drivers
and wcll-main1ained buses."
Greyhound's Customer Service
supervisor Mike Foster said that
plans have been made to expand
services to cover spring break trips.
"I n the past we have had a lot of
students traveling to the station to
g. o on their trips. We just want to
make it a little easier on 1hem,"
Foster said. "We plan to fill
whatever
needs
Howard's
population has.
But a minimum of 30 people
have 10 rurchase tickets or tlie nonstop status of 1he bus is voided and
ii will make stops at connecting
stations.
Universi1y state clubs will also
benefit.from the bus service . .
Tokunboh Okusanya, president
of 1he New York Limited Club, is
happy with the Greyhound
partnership.
"We, 11ie members of the New
York Limited [Club) . .. extend oar
gratitude toward Student Activities
and the Greyhound Bus Co. for
their efforts on this matter.
This joint venture will be
welcomed with open arms by our
organization."

Clinton, Congress try to
governlllent agencies froDl
By Jonathan L. Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer
The long-awaited annual federal government budget, which has been
vetoed and rewritten, may not pass the House of Representatives any time
soon. If there is no passage of the 1996 budi;et, then federal government
offices may have 10 close as soon as the beginning of October.
"We believe ii is very, very likely we can get a [short term spending
bill) so federal employees will not be sent home on Oct. 1," House Speaker
Newt Gingrich said.
The president and congressional members met at the White House last
week 10 discuss the possibility of the government going bankrupt.
"Everyone in the room seemed lo agree that it would be bail for the
people, bad for Congress and bad for the president if we allowed the U.S.
go_vernment to default," White House press secretary Michael McCurry
said.
Even though members of both parties acknowledge the budget crunch
the federal government is in, Democrats are angry with Republicans who
arc planning spending cuts in medicare, welfare and other social programs
to balance tne budget, One Republican-initiated measure is the reduction
of the annual congressional appropriation to Howard every year from its
1995 fiscal amount of $200 million.
Republicans also want to cut education by $6 billion, which would also
eliminate the newly formed Clinton volunteer initiative AmeriCorps.
Based on a reporl issued by the General Accounting Office (GAO) last
month, which found much o f the appropriated money did not go to help
particiP.ants in the program, bu! rather t() bureaucratic paper work, the
Re(lublicans want to cut the natJonal service program.
"
·'Jn general, the federal agencies served as grant administrators and
liaisons between (AmeriCorps) and the non-profit program partners. Few

agencies provided technical assistance and training," s tated the government
report issued by GAO, the federal agency t6at reports findings on
congressional projects.
But AmeriColJ)S CEO Eli Sega.l stated in a response letter to the GAO
that the study "self reported" and that '!the study [does not] recognize
neither start-up nor capital costs, expressing everything in rlie first year
of operation. This approach neglects regulatory and otner requirements
makmg start-up costs a necessity."
The Republican leadership clid not include the fiscal expenses for
AmeriCorps in the 1996 budget plan.
.
Clinton plans to negotiate with Republicans oo the AmenCorps
appropriations and other planned social cuts .
"I don't want a train wreck. I '¥ant a balanced budget in a fixed number
of years that has great credibility in the market place and I believe we'll
get it," Clinton said.
Still, Republicans want more government spending to go directly to
Pentagon and defense projects. One bill would include more funding for
the B~ bombers built by Northrop Grumman Corporation.
"I think its really tough to vote when you vote for a $15 billion plane
and you're tryin_g to c ut the budget. That's a very disappointing result,"
House Budget Committee Chairman John Kasich (R-Oliio) said.
But many Republicans want to continue the annua l funding for defense
reasons.
"The B-2 can project power, awesome power, quickly and silently. It 's
silly tc- cut off our hands at this time," House Appropriations Chau man
Bob Livingston (R-La.) said.
If a bill 1s not decided before November l which is the planned date
when a budget will be agreed by Congress and the president, then Clinton
will have to decide wnich government employees will receive their
paychecks.
Rep. Nick Smith (R-Mich.) is sponsoring a bill that would give Clinton

Prtisldent Clinton and Congress may have to close
government offices.
the power to choose who will be paid.
. .
But Clinton is optimistic and d iplo~atic,~bout !he budget cns1s.
" I am willing to reach across the bndge, he said.

Congress pushes welfare GOP's proposed Medicare.
cuts to avoid default
cuts divide Congress
By Steven M. Gray
Hilltop Staff Writer
Nearly three years after pledgin~
to '"change welfare as we know it,
President Clinton signed a bill into
law that would c:lo just that.
However, the bill that he signed
was not on his original campaign
agenda.
During his 1992 campaign,
Clinton pledged to revamp the
we lfare system by integrating
welfare mothers into the workforce
through a network of federally
funded jobs. That proposal was
made with the intent that Congress
would support such a change.
Congress gave Cl inton more
t.han he bargamed for. The GOP
agenda proposes that:
•No longer will all eligible
Americans be guaranteed benefits.
*States must spend part of their
lump-sum on medical care for poor
women and children, nursing home
residents and elderly citizens who
cannot afford Medicare premiums.
*States will receive control of
Medicaid programs, receiving a
lump some of funding from the

federal government.
However, Congress allocated
money for "abstinence education"
and an "illegitimacy bonus" that
rewards s tates for slowing down
the rate of out-of-wedlock births.
Meanwhile, Congress tightened
its own belt by cuttin,g its spending
budget by $200 milhon dollars. In
a vote of 94 to 4, the Senate
approved a $2.2 billion dollar
congressional budget for the new
fiscal year, which l>egins Oct. 1.
Among the changes and cuts in
the congressional budget are:
*The elimination ol the Office
of Tochnology Assessment
(-$21.9 milhon)
•Cut $74.9 million from the
General Accounting Office.
*Cut $7.9 million from the
Government Printing Office.
*Privatize sevcrar other Capitol
Hill operations such as
the House barber shop, beauty
parlor and the maintenance of
house buildings.
The. only congres_sional
operations agency rece1v10g an
increase in funding is the
Congressional Budget Office. Its
budget will increase oy $1.1 million
dollars.

Congress has decided, however,
to forgo a pay raise for a third
consecutive year.
" If we are going to move toward
balancing thebudget, Congress has
to take the first step and s hare in the
sacrifice," Rep. Timothy Roemer
(D-lnd.) said in a debate earlier
tbis month.
President Clinton threatened to
veto the congressional funding bill
if it were the first to hit his desk.
"I don't think Congress should
take care of its own business before
it takes ca re of the peop le's
business," he said.
Other measures Congress could
take to avoid a federa l default
include:
*Drawing on money held in
public trust funds, such as the
Social Security trust fund, or the
retirement funos for civil servants
and military personnel.
*Delaying
paymen ts
to
government contractors or federal
employees.
•Calling back federal funds on
deposit at commercial banks.
*Borrowing money from the
International Monetary Fund.

Cuts in federal student loan
program proposed by Congress

Nancy Kassebaum (R-KS) said, " ... achieving a balanced federal
budget requires painful cholcea."
time.
By Cathleen Harnngton
Some Howard University
Hilltop Staff Writer
students said the changes in federal
student loans will make it harder for
At a time when nearly half of students to find a j ob after
America's students arc borrowing graduation.
to attend school, Labor and Human
"We are being asked too much.
Resources Cha irwoman, Nancx As hard as it will be to find a job
Kassebaum (R-KS), has proposed after graduation, it be wrong not to
a $10.84 bilhon cut on the Federal get at least a 6-month grace
Student Loan Pro/!ram, which
period/' K_evin Mack, a sophomore
Republicans say wi save money
maJ9nng in accounting, said.
over a seven-year period
The b ill asks for s ubstantial cuts
Student loan amounts have
in the Clinton administration's
reached a record height, more that direct loan program, which would
$23 billion last year.
a llow studen ts to obtain loans
One major change to the s tudent stra ig ht from the federal
loan program will be the government. Currently, there is a
e limination of the interest-free six- cap of up to 60 percent of the total
month grace period allotted after studen t loan amoun t.
The
graduahoo. This was created to administration says this would save
allow students six months after billions of dollars, but Senator
graduation to find a job. A student
Kassebaum would cut the new cap
may still delay repayment for s ix
down to 20 percent of the loan
months after graduat ion, but volume.
interest w ill accrue during that

The proposal also calls for a new
fee to be imposed on the schools
equal to 85 percent of the amount
of federal s tudent and parent loans
made availab le to the students
a ttending
school.
Senate
Democrats have denounced this
plan, saying it wi ll punish the
colleges witn a large number of
needy students. They also warned
it may give some schools incentives
not to admit the needy students.
"Although I'm not a participant
( of th e federal student foa n
program), I think it's a shame that
there have been c uts in the
pro~ram. (It's) unfair. If people
oon t have money saved, how can
they pax back a loan right after
graduauon?" Dana Dempsey, a
Junior marketing major saiil.
Sen. Edward K ennedy (D-MA),
the ranking member on the
committee, called the proposal, "A
knife in the ribs of every college
student and working farruly."
Some proponents of the cuts
believe an increase in spending on
education and loan programs would
encourage schools to raise tuition
rates.
Folusmo Ogumfiditimi, a junior
physician's assistant maj or called
the cuts, " unnecessary and
inconsiderate."
"I am a participant in the
program and would not be able to
attend school without it," he said.
Senator Kassebaum continues
to stand by her proposal. She
argues she has few options, having
been asked by the Republican
leadership to come up with $10
billion in cuts.
''.T~e unhappy reality is that
ach1evmg a balanced federal budget
over seven years requires painful
choices," she said.

If y~u want to write for the
National Page, contact
Janelle at 806-6866.
.,,
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By Jonathan L Wharton
Hilltop Staff Write r
This past week, Medicare
became th e newest d ebate for
Congress. Republican lawmakers
are trying to make cutS in the senior
citizen health plan and save a n
estimated $270 billion by extending
the age from 65 to 67 years o ld.
Democrats are opposing th e
p lanned measures.
Republicans are insisting that
they know what they are doing,
even though panel members on t~c
Ways and Means Committee
test ified th at $270 billion in
Medicare c uts would result in
hosP,itals closing.
' We' re not going to let the
taxpayers be the last remaining
suckers. We're going to be goo<!
shoppers for Americans," rfouse
SP.eaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.)
said.
House Ways and Means
C9mmittee members met to discuss
the proposal in the Capitol building
last Wednesday. But Democrats
stormed out ofthe room in disgust.
"You Republicans are notning
but a bunch of dictators," Rep: Dam
Gibbons (D -Fla.) yelled, as he
s lammed his papers onto the table
and left immediately after the
Republica ns planned to ho ld
hearings for only one day.
1\vo other committee members
had a s houting match for over ten
minutes outside the meeting room.

"Not one is hearing about $270
billion worth of cuts away from his
mothe r and grandmother," Rep.
C harles Rangel (D-N. Y.) said to
Rep. Jim Nussle (R-lowa). ·'You
ought to be ashamed of yourself for
what you are doing."
'·I've got two grandmothers who

"GOP cuts could throw fami · ,
and older Americans into abj
insecur ity," Cl inton said.
Democrats tried holdio .
hearings toward the end of I 1
week. But , the Republica 1
leadership would not allow them ,
have meetings in the W~ys a :
Means room or in the CapitoU 1
Instead, Democrats were forced~
hold their meeting outside on t.bi:
Capitol grounds. Republicans abo '
released the proposed bill at the I '
minute.
I
"This is not unusual for them
come up in the middle of the ni
with a complex bill that we h
one evening to study and anot :
day to have hearings and we can,
even call witnesses," Rangel · 1
Despite the partisanship '
between the two pames1 the heatlill
debate has continueo into this ·
week, as well. Republicans an
trying to tell Americans that thC)
have nothing to worry about and tbt
bil! will becom_e law very soon:
·1 love this manufactunn
indentation by the Democrats. It 1
basically to scare peop le into
believing that Republicans don,
care about their health care," Nus.<k
said.
Still, Democrats as well as so
members of the Republican pan
held hearings Sept. "22. Democra'
continued to be upset about t
Rer.ublican dis organization .
' If you can, send a little me
o ut to me next time so I can kn
what is going on here," Rangel

1

Housespeake r Newt Gin grich
are on Medica·re ... and we want
to know why [the Democrats] are
delaying on the floor ... You don't
have a plan and that is a travesty"
Nussle said in reS(lOnse to Range't.
Still, President Clinton was very
upset about the planned GOP cuts
in Med icare and he ld a White
House meeting with the powerful
sc nio~ c itizen l!)b_bying group,
American Assoc1at1on of Retired
People (AARP).

Jesse Jackson Jr. joins race
for congressional office
By Kimberlin Love

Hilltop Staff wmer
Like father, like son seems to be
the case in Chicago. Jesse L.
Jackson Jr., the e ldest son of the
civil rights leader, announced his
candidacy for the congressional
seat that will be vacatecl by Rep.
Mel Reynolds o n Oct. 1.
Jackson, who has never held an
elective office, believes his youth
w iII be an asset.
Many Howard students from
Chic~go support his candidacy.
Princess Mhoon, a sophomore
majoring in occupationar therapy
sa id Jackson's youth ana
inexperience sho uld n o t be a
stumbling block.
"Even though he docs not have
as much political experience as
other candidates, he knows enoug h
about the business to deserve an
opportunity," she said.

<;::o!(rtn~y Liddell, a jun ior
maJ0rmg 10 telecommunications
manageme nt, also said Jackson's
youtn should no1 hinder hi s
political aspirations.
"He is not too young. With so
much politics being involved he is
as q ualified as anyone ' else
running," she sa id.
'.f"~e 30-year-old civil rig hts
activist and lawyer was recently
elected secretary of the Black
Caucus for th e Democrat ic
National Committee and is the
national field director for the
National Rainbow Coalition his
father's P!')litical group.' He
welcomes his father's support, but
says_ that he expects to be elected on
merit.
. "This is. a democracy, not a royal
hneagc. I intend to work and earn
your trust, you: respect, you r vote,"
Jack~on said in a recent
Washington Post article.
Jackson's platform contains an

ur_ban policy that focuses on
remvestmg and rcindustrializing
America so that Americans will be
able to work at livable wages. He
also notes that labor rights,
universa l health care, affordable
housing and safe neighborhoods
arc top priorities.
. Todd Triplett, a junior maj·oring
m graphic art design, be icvC!
Jackson
s hould
stress
empowerment, in addit ion to his
urban policy ideas.
..He needs to empower thcsoutll
s ide community of Chicago so thal
Blacks can move toward the
forefront," he said.
Lf elected, Jackson will represent
the 2nd district, which include!
parts of the south side and suburbs.
A date for the election has oot
been set, but Jackson's opponents
10clude at least two Democrats and
two Republicans.

Trouble for counterfeiters
By Je'Mla Jones

Hilltop Staff Writer
. Money-hungry counterfeiters
will have a tough time swindl ing,
due to the c reallon of a new $100
dollar bill.
In an effort to
deter
counterf~iters from producing false
cu_rr~nc1 es, C!Jgravers will be
p~mtmg a duplicate portrait on the
bill which can only be seen when
held up to light. This endeavor
was prompted by concerns that
coun terfei te rs will use n ew
techniques because of the
advancement in technology.
The proposal to change the $100
dollar bill was issued in 1?94, and
now, one year later, the idea has

become a reality.
Like many other college
students, Lolita C ushenberry a
sophom,ore majoring in pharmacy,
deals with money on a <faily basis.
As an employee at "The Gap" she
U!)derytan~s t~c ~ecd to revise the
bill._ I thmk ti w ill benefit a lot of
retail stores because it will help
prevent less scams," she said.
Some of the changes that will be
mad_e_to the $100 bill include the
addition. o~ sec~rity fibers and
color-s hi fting inks, machinedetectable thread, localized_portrait
water~arks, and~ larger off-center
portra1,t of President Benjamin
Fran khnThe United States first
issue~ paper money in the form of
non-mterest bearing Treasury

Notes, more common)[ known as
Demand Notes, in 186 . By 1929,
currency was reduced in size by 25
pe~cent, and standarized wit~
untform portraits on the faces and
emblems and monuments on the
backs. Almost thirty years later the
words " ln God We Trust" were
added to all currencies.
. 1Jlerc arc now more than $350
bilho~ dollars in U.S. currency
notes m circulation. Within thil
number, more than half arc outside
of the United States.
All existing U.S currencies wiD
hav~ continued usage, but, after thl
rev1s1on of the $ 100 dollar bilL
o ther de1~ominations, in desccndi!C
order, will follow s uit.
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INTERNATION
Refief efforts provide Nigerian leader given
aid to hurricane ·
ultim.atun1
victiins

By Ndlmyake Mwakalyelye

Hilltop Staff Writer
Eli>rts to rebuild lhe islands in
Ille Caribbean that were completely
1111ged by Hurricane Marilyn two
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,ttksago arc currcnily underway.
Following 1hc devastating blow
of Hurricane Luis, Hurricane
M.Jrilyn recently hit 1he U.S. Virgin
lslaads, Puerto Rico and other
isb.ids in the Caribbean wi1hout
mrrt} II left at lcaM eight people
, deld, hundreds seriously injured
11d 1housands more wi1hou1
boo)es.

The dev.lstating twister has been
dc!cribcd by 1hc American Red
Cross as the "most powerfu l
hurricane since Hugo hit the
Caribbean six years ago.
A press release issued by 1he
American Red Cross s taled:
"Hunicane Marilyn is expeeled 10
ltS1lll ina mul1imillion doll ar relief
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O,tr 1,000 1rained Red Cross
•mt1Sarestationed in St. Thomas
oo open badly needed shehers and
10 provide food and support
smices 10 areas hardest hit by the
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"Red Cross unils on SL Thomas
• and S1. John have over 10 shehcrs
•iill over 300 homeless people in
each," said Jill
Burnett,
communications office r a1 the
Amtriean Red Cross's National
Ca~ial Cen1er.
Working 1ogether with loca l
go1ernments and internalional
~tions, 1he Red Cross has
esublished food shehers and bulk
diltrioo1ion ccniers 1hroughou1 St.
>

Thomas.
In addition 10 1he assislance
provided by the Red Cross, the U.S.
governme nt a nd the Na tional
Guard arc working in the hurricanestricken zone to provide relief in the
form of construct ion materials,
medical
su pplies
and
com munication gear.
But all the relief is doing little to
quail lhe widespread concern of
many Howard Caribbean students
who must remai n in the United
States while disas1cr has struck at
home.
"I wish I were there to help in the
building process," St. Thomas
residen t and broadcast major
Makeda Russell said.
Desp ite a ll 1he surrou nding
devastation, Russell said her home
is still iniact with the exception of
a small portion of the house, which
was not s ignificantly damaged
enough to force her family 10
evacuate.
However, other fami lies 1ha1
Russell k'Tlows have had their roofs
blown off of their houses and have
had ro seek alternative sheller.
" I have friends, many friends
whose homes were really
des1royed," Russell'said.
For many, any ass istance
provided from the international
community is welcomed. With that
in mind, the Caribbean Student
Association (CSA) al Howard
organized a food and cloth ing drive
for the hurricane victims and hosted
a Hurricane Relief Party last Friday
at the Bantu Academy in Northwest
D.C. 10 raise money.
By lhe turnout at lhe parly and
the abundance of donated goods it
was apparent 1hat concern for Ihose

on the island among Howard
students was extensive.
Although the international
assistance is flowing and will
ul1im ately he lp the Car ibbea~
recuperate, some said th at the
devastation would not have been a~
great and the assistance would not
have been as necessary if th e
residents were more prepared for
the disaster.
"Whenever a hurricane hits it 's
never a surprise. Residents would
have seen or heard a hurricane
warn ing hours and so metimes
weeks in adva nce," said Mil es
Lawrence, a hurricane specialist a\
Hurricane Center in Miami, Fla.
Lawrence added th al the
unpreparedness of the hurricane
victims had nothing to do wi1h lack
of knowledge about the storm bul
was a result of residents and lourists
nol wanting to leave the area or
secure 1heir homes properly for the
impact.
Burnell agreed.
" Because of the prev ious and
consecu1ivc false hurricane alarms,
residents did not make adequate
preparations," Burnell said.
Several students who are from
the islands and have lived through
hurricane season also said they do
not pay much anent ion to hurricane
warnings because there arc so many
of them.
"There arc so many hurricane
warnings in the islands during
hurricane season, and most of the
time they never hit," Tracie Lewis.
CSA president who is from
Jamaica, said. "And, really there ii
only so much people can do to
prepare for a hurricane, such as
taping windows and stocking up on
food."
With communications heavily
impaired by the hurricane, means
of com munication arc limilcd.
However, some organizations are
helping people in the U.S. contact
their loved ones.
"The Red Cross is able to track
down those who cannot be reached
through the Red Cross Un its based
at the disaster area," Burnett said.
"Not many people know about the
cxis1encc of this very important
service and as a result they do not

BY, Patricia Hardin
Hilltop Staff Writer

With a written mandate and burning words of anger,
members of the Nigerian Democra1ic Awareness
Commillec met Saturday before a large audience of
supporters to call for the removal of military leader Sani
Abacha from power in Nigeria.
"We arc here today to tell the world that we want
Sani Abacha to leave Nigeria immediately. We will do
whatever ii takes. The burden of rescue falls on our
shoulders," said Edward Oparaoji, chairman of lhe
Nigerian Democratic Awareness Committee at lhe
Nigerian Summi t and Conference held in the
Blackburn Center at Howard Universil)' last Saturday.
Oparaoji, as well as the other panelists who
represented over l O Nigerian organizations in the
United Slates, vowed to sec to it that President-elect
Chief M.K.0. Abiola is reinstated as the true victor of
the June l2, 1993 elections. The elections were the firs1
10 take place since Nigeria became an independent
country in 1960.
However, members of the Nigerian-American
communi1y have made it clear that before Abiola takes
power, Abacha must step down. Issuing an ultimatum,
Nigerian leaders are giving Abacha until Oct. 1, I 995
10 relinquish control of the government and dismantle
his military regime.
"The well of patience has run dry. We know that no
Western nation believes that Abacha will abdicate
power. Therefore we must urge the internat ional
commun ity 10 take decisive steps 10 impose force on
the Niger ian regime,'' Kofi Egbo, conference
moderator, said.
Alhaji Mohammed lghile. president of the Nigerian
Democratic Alliance in Boston, Massachusetts, agreed,
saying that " there is no compromise; things mus1 be
done according to the will of the people."
The will of the people is exactly what is being
debated in the connicl. When the elec1ions were held
June 12, 1993, 15 million regis1ered voters cast their
ballots.
After the votes were counted, Abiola, a southern
Nigerian with tremendous support, was declared

victorious over his opponent, former Nigerian leader
Ibrahim Babangida. Abiola won by a margin of 58: 42
percent.
But, Babangida, realizing that he was not victorious,
called the election unfair and annulled it, citing low
voter turnout and vote buying on the part of Abiola as
the reason for the annulment.
But, both local and international observers declared
that the June 12 eleclion was conducted fairly.
With the help of the international community,
Nigeria citizens forced Babangida 10 abdicate power
on Aug. 27, 1995. But, instead of restoring Abiola to
power, Babangida ins1alled Ernest Shonekan, who
was immediately replaced by Abacha after his regime
collapsed.
Abacha has declared thal he is working for the will
of the people. However since he has taken power, the
economic system in Nigeria has collapsed, schools
have closed, the justice system is nonexistent and
protests have erupted.
" I wcnl to Nigeria and there were riots. There was
also no medicine, people were hungry and schools were
closed," said Randall Echols, executive assistant, U.S.
affairs for Chief M.K.0. Abiola.
Echols traveled to Nigeria to meet with Abiola, who
is currently being held as a political prisoner in a
Nigerian jail with other Nigerian leaders.
Earlier this year, Randall Rob inson, executive
director of Trans-Africa, demanded the release of
Abiola from prison, protesting outside the Nigerian
Embassy in Washington, D.C.
But Abacha has not complied. For this reason, the
co nfe rence has issued the Oct. I mandate and
conference participants arc confident their voices will
be heard.
"The minule you all stop talking it's over. The
people in Nigeria are talking, but they have guns over
their heads," Echols said.
Still, Ralph Obioha, a reprcseniative of the National
Democratic Coalition said the confusion in Nigeria will
not last forever.
"All it needs is a lillle push to rid it. Let us go and
get our motherland back," Obioha said to a standing
ovation. "June 12 is like a seed and ii 's being watered
by your 1ears. And, anything covered with tears will
never die."

use it."

Persons who are havin~
difficully contact ing fam ily
members in the Caribbean can call
the National Chapter Service at
Red Cross and members there will
try to reach them. The number is
(202) 728-6481.

Edward Oparaoji, Chairman of the NDAC, said the fight for a democratic Nigeria will not end.

, Mayor of Port-au-Prince urges continued support fot ·Haiti
~

By Carey A. Grady
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Fusi Congrega1ional Church in Washington on
Sal1uday,
~emagne is touring the United States to inform
African Americans about his new four-year
~'l·clopment plan for Port-au,Princc. The plan
lllCludcs revamping the education and public health
cart systems and will promote job training.
Charlemagne said he is grateful for the assistance
from lhe African-American community and urged

continuous support for the rebuilding of Haili.
"I remember seeing Arthur Ashe tired, sick and frail
marching in 1hc streets in support of human rights for
the Haitian people. I hope we can continue to fight for
our human rights and help the poor and marginalized
masses in Haiti," Charlemagne said.
Continuing the fight is exactly what many who
attended Saturday's program pledged.
Ron Daniels, former presidential campaign di.rector
for Jesse Jackson and chairperson of the Campaign for
a New Tomorrow (CNT), a newly formed U.S. political
party, urged Washington 10 adopt Port-au-Prince as its
sister city. As a pan of Daniels' measures 10 continue
aiding Haiti, the CNT plans to sponsor a 1rip to the
island in January.
"This trip will become the firsl in a series of tours
to establish 1he CNT's commitment to establishing
democracy in third world countries," Daniels said.
Al l eyes were on the mayor as he discussed his plans

for 1hc future of Haiti. And as he spoke of the future,
he also reflected on his past experiences.
Charlemagne's political career began in 1978 at the
age of 30. As a disc-jockey for a Haitian radio station,
he defied the Jean-Claude Duvalier dictatorship wilh
public broadcasts of satirical songs that opposed the
government.
With increased popularity, Charlemagne's songs
became anthems in the struggle 10 fight against the I..
oppressive system.
1\vo years later, he was forced to flee the country by
Duvalier. Charlemagne sought refuge in canada and
later in a New York Haitian community. He returned
to Haiti in 1986 and reclaimed his title and position as
a musical protesl artist.
Charlemagne managed to escape persecution from
the government until September 1991, when his friend
and declared president, Jean Bertrand Aristide, was
arrested in a mililary coup. Because of his support for

Aristide, Charlemagne was forced to flee 10 the
Embassy of Argen1tna and remai ned there unti l
Aristide's return in October 1994.
Because of his widespread popularity through his
pol itica l-protest music, Charlemagne became the
people's choice for mayor of Port-au-Prince and was
elected June 25, 1995.
" II took Charlemagne two months to decide if he
wanted the job," Joann Biondi, Charlemagne's press
secrelary, said. " His involvement and rise in politics
was definitely an accident."
Although Charlemagne has declared that he is not
a politician, lhe mayor plans 10 use his political power
to benefit the Haitian people by instituting his plan for
improving Port-au-Prince.
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Upcoming International Student Association
Events
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tc.doo, England-With Britain preparing to
Hong Kong to convert to Chinese rule in
. , lllllly Hong Kong residents arc seeking
in England.
llillMr, in 1962, Britain passed a law stating
cldzeusofHong Kong are only eligible for
of British passport that grants extensive
rights bul does not grant rights as a
, including Chris Pallen, British
of Hong Kong, arc pressuring London
.._, the law so citizens of Hong Kong can
to England.
l!ii.l:ngJand may be reluctant to reverse the
an influx of new immigrants from
who may become dependent on

Patten, is unlikely because Hong
tlitizens have "a reputation

for

Lusaka, Zambia- Zambia is appealing to
smaller, rural investors to participate in the
upcoming sale of tobacco and agricultural
holdings owned by the state.
Recent reports reveal, the Zambian
governmenl is trying to encourage everyone to
participate in the buyrng of government
properties.
" One of the poin1s in Zambia is to try to have
widespread distribution, including in the
countryside," Eric Postel, a principal at Pangcaa
Partners, a firm that is managing the sale, said.
According 10 Postel, the or,ly way to encourage
investment is to allow low prices and small lot
sizes.
A brochure will be distributed in nine local
languages to explain each holding being offered.
New York City. New York-According to the
World Bank's annual report released Monday,
China is the largest overall loan recipient from
the bank. after it received a loan of just under

$3 billion, while Mexico followed closely behind
with $2.4 biUion in loans.
'
Reports reveal 1ha1 these loans are assistin
in the development of China's power sector an
arc seeing Mexico through its financial crisis.
The International Bank of Reconstructio
and Development, which is the World Bank'
marke t-rate lender, bas made overa l
commitments of $16.9 billion, which is over$
billion more than it made in 1994. However
bank officials announced that the cutbacks i
contributions from the U.S. Congress to th
International Development Agency (IDA), coul
have a ripple effect among other donors an
cripple financial assis1ance for the poores
nations.
"A big cutback in IDA lending could have
severe impact on long-term growth an
development in IDA borrowing countries an
would make ii impossible to maintain even basi
progmms," an official from the World Bank said.

Oct. 4 Career Day
9:00a.m.-5:00p.m. Blackburn Ballroom
Oct. 12 International Wrilers Conference
9:00a.m.-5:00p.m. Blackburn Forum

,,

Oct. 26 Ambassador's Reception
6:00p·.m.-8:00p.m. Blackburn Reading Lounge
Oct. 26 International Job Fair
9:00a.m.-5:00p.m. American University
Oct. 28 Parade of Flags
10:00a.m.-11:00a.m. Howard University Yard ·
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' P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02119
(617) 361-3631
Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.
The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or atte_nding
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research _programs,
and leadership programs.
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizatiof\s offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.
I
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I
Please send me a copy of the ·Scholarship Directory - Enclosed is,$25.00 I
I
I
I
N a m e : - - - - -=- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - , , - - - I
I
Address:---'=-----------------------I
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I
City:
'
State: _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _
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The Best Way To Save Money
,
On Stuff (Other Than Borro'f:Vtng
'

•

Your Roommate's).

Roommates tend to g e t a little
(

weird w hen you borrow their stuff. (They're funny like that.) Better to get
yourself a MasterCard®card. Then y ou could us e it to

a

~

buy the things you really want. And with these
.•

College M asterValues®coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until you get your
ow n place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough
as 1t 1s. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card . It's smart money."'

~- ----------------- - - ------ - --- ---------- - - - - - -------- ---- ----JCPennev

TWEEDS

50%OFFANY
EYEGLASS FRAME

SAVE$10 ON
WOMEN'S APPAREL

Optical Center'

Save 50% on absolutely every cyegbss frame plus ...bonus
discount of $20 on our best lenses. Sale includes any eycgl:,ss
frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair of eyegj:,sses
and use your MastcrCard•Card. Lens discount applies to
our best lenses. Sec optician for det:aili. Coupon required.

cii)

Offd' ai"9 coupon va.lid 8/15/95 to 12/3I / 9S,
Offn-va!idodyonp.itt'hascs
. ®ngaMa,ctt<"Afd•Ci,ro.
Slnf"t.., coupon at drnt ol purch.-. Coupon NS no <'WI
VWit. lnd m.ry not be ronll:iincd with any C'Ol.lpOn. dHcounc,
VW<' Right~ OC' \'WIOII\ catt pbn..
lirni< ont ccq,on e'("t putdust. SC'e opcici.an G>t dtu.lb.
Void whm prohibittd.
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SAVE UP TO $140

Simplicity, eomfott and style ... that's Tweeds.
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
1-800-999-7997 and receive• FREE catalog with our latest
styles. Place your order and save $10 on any purehose of SSO or
more when you usc your MasterCard' Card and mention the
COLLEGE MasterValues• offer #C3WA.

Your college ring. from AnCarvcd, is a kc~• you'll
always trc2Sure. Save $35 on ! OK gold, $70 on 14K gold
or $140 on 18K gold. Call 1-800-952-7002 for more details.
Mention offer #9501.

OtTnvalid8/IS/9Sco1V3119S.Otfttv.didodyonpurc~
\I.Mg a Muc:nCatd°' Drd wt wbcn tht COLI..E-OE
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pmbbited, tutd, o r ~
Ry noc bt rcmbintd
wkh my odirr «iupOn Or dittwnt.. Shif,r,uig 2nd bandli~ ur
exm. Umit one ddcota pt"r purt"-r.

C>«'ffnlid3/IS/9$co12/Jt/9S.
Offff md ONY on pul'C'NloU UAng a ~n<:atd• Card and whm
o&, #9501 i1- ~ Coupon may noc br Nmbi.Md wnh
- , ~ n,upoc, or dtKount. Shipping and twdlng ue r.nn.
·
Umic oot ditC'Ol.ltlt pd" putt~
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Some ttt11nmoo1 appit. Void ~
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49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
W HEN YOU BUY T H REE

Save $3 Off A CD
Here's mu.lie to your cm... save S3 on one regubrly priced
Compact Disc at $6.99 or more when you use your
MasterCard• Card. Limit two S3 discount$ per coupon, per
purchase. Limit one S3 discount per box set purch:,se. Offer
Not Valid Without This Coupon. COUPON #336

o«« and coupoo Vl1k1 8/ 15/95 to 121JI 195.
oe'«v,i;donlyonpurdw<>..;og,M>st..o.d'C>nl. Sonffldttc e )

coopon MQQ)C ofputthw.
Qq,oa 1w oo CW1 mkmpcion Yalu<". 06'« void whtrt prohabited. wctd Of mmctnl Coupon n»y noc br combin(d with
¥1)' «htr ~oc.. ~ , u noc to.r.xettd S6 prr coupon.
ColApon not v~d on~'" m ~.
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THEWALL STREET JOURNAL.

USI C:

, Invest in your future •nd stay on top of curTem developments
with
Woll Strttt ]011nu,/, For a limited time only, USC your
MasterCard• Card and pay just $23 for a 12-week
subscription to the nation's leading business publication.
To take advantage of this special offer, call 1·800-348-3555
and please refer to source key 75NY.
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Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of top-quality
videos at discount prices. All videos arc priced at $9.95 o r less
and arc 100% satis&.ction guaranteed. Aet now and gc,t one
video FREE when you buy three and use your MasterCard•
Card.Call l-800-551-0262 for your FREE catalog and :uk
for the COLLEGE MastcrValucs" offer # 108 1-5999.
Offct valid 8/ 1S/9S t0 12/)1/95. OOc-r ~ only on putthun~
wJng a MutnCud"' Cml md wbtn t11t COL.l..ECB
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Card· Find everything you n=u
Offer excludes certain merchandise. Coupon Required.
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membership. Tlien enjoy FREE lift tickets and
savings up to 50% on lift tickets, resort lodging and dining,
etc., at "')' resorts E.stand West. A great gift for skiers/
snowboarders.' Call 1-800-800-2SKI (2754) to join or for
det:aili and sp«ials in your &.vorite areas and mention offer ,
#15MCSKI. Plus look for us on the intcn>et at
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50% OFF FILM PROCESSING

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE

Hold on to the good times •nd your money, too.
Take 50% off the regular price of processing and printing on
the first set of prints at MotoPhoto, when you use your
MasterCard• Card. Call 1-800-733-6686 for the location
nearest you. Limit I. Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.
<>tr« and coupon .,,;a 8/15/95 co 12r.ll/95, c..h ~ V>lu<1/10f.

Shopping is C1!'i at America's premier specialty retailer of .,;ft,
fimess, n:cttatlonal, tr.ivcl, apparel and more. Save 15% o.f'a
purchose of$75 or more w!'en you shop at any of our
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44
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or for a FREE catalog.
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iO.J. Silllpson 'trial'
I
. .
.
.
.another e·x aniple· of
injustice for Black Dlen
/

for die paSt eiibt years, people across the countr)'
p!e1to Ilic worfd have been tuned into the "trial of
tc1t11niry.'' Day after day, if it's not actual court
~ ' it's a special analysis, talk show topic
Ollllill satire- all relating to the trial of Orenthal
)lall:I Simpson. Though lon_g court cases normally
hi! astate's treasury, this case has fueled 'the
,l#lican economy with T-shirts, books, magazines
IIIIIIIIY other products. New jobs were created: trial
u~ysu and other O.J. "specialists," news
O)ltS!ID!Jdents and celebrities who would otherwise
~ampletely unknown. The verdict is predicted to be
est media _spectacle ever, bri nging i?
nted advertisement revenue.
~ fl1il that the jury is in deliberation and the case
,o-,cJosesoon, what will the O.J. junkies do? Will
il!~lbra bung jury that may result in a new trial,
«aimlial guilty verdict then an appeal? This entire
OJ.fralzy bas gone too far. Why can a White woman
IDblrOWD children and blame it on a Black man or
■isalle White man kill innocent people (most of them
!ld)dlen eat their remains, but neither case gets half
6'111t11lion as a Black man who allegedly killed his
llie wife. O.J was strung UJ? in the eyes of many
lllelictns before the opening arguments were
~ . A "high-tech lynching" 1s what Justice
amace Thomas called it when his Senate
llffll8lion hearings were also televised J.ive. In the
1$1:i')tarS, we've seen the defaming of many Black
111,Mi:ktTyson, Michael Jackson, Mike Espy, Khalid

Muhammad, Rep. Mel Reynolds and others were all
shamed b)' the Ainerican media- be it deserved or not
Beyond the hoopla, the O.J. case has also shed light
on an unjust judicial system. This is not a system where
facts prevail and individuals are innocent until proven
guilty. A savvy lawyer is more valuable than innocence.
So a poor man unable to afford a smooth- talkin_g
attorney must settle for a public defender who 1s
insensitive and uncaring. In many instances like this,
plea bargains are made where the accused, scared of
being convicted, pleads _guilty to a lesser charge that
he did not commit. ln this case, we have a p0tentially
innocent man whose name has been dragged througll
the mud, his money drained and who hasl>een in jail
for ciJt)it months. Then we have a jury, whjch has barely
stayea in tact, that has been sequestered for nearly a
year. This docs not paint a picture of justice.
This case also further exposed the racism that
permeates police departments and other law
enforcement agencies. How many Mark Fuhrmans are
in the ranks of the Los Angeles police department?
How many Black men are sitting in jail because of false
evidence created by racist cops? And how often does
the FBI mishandle or tamper with evidence? We won't
know- since the agent who planned to tell wasn't
allowed to testify.
The trail of O.J. Simpson has brought out many
issues that need attention. But O.J. junkies need to get
a grip and the character assassinations of and injustice
to.Black men must end.

Powell ignites America
but may never becom.e
the first Black President
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Gu.E-4!.~ ::c'(l wa\-1- ~or -'-the:

,~ energy, oook promotional tours are having a
ia:ibrltr impact in America. House Speaker Newt
~liasdrawn large crowds on the road to selling
u!iiol But the retire<! Chairman of the Joint Chiefs.
tl&3JI, Gen. Colin Powell, is arousing, ebormous '
l!lMwith unprecedented gatherings afbook stores
,ntbecountry. Now Powell, whose former job title
••de highest ranking position any African American
lalcld in the United States government, has gained
11111sapport than the 1996 presidential candidates.
!lay Americans in cities throughout the country
!bl ii line for hours to see Gen. Powell and to
j!lm!t an autographed copy of his new book.
M'saoss-racial support is even lar_ger than that of
btld50n when he ran for president m 1984. ln fact,
taiiPoweU's supporters are non-Black. In 1984, a
~ poll showed that Jackson was the third
la PJPU1ir person in America. Yet when it came
lbw1.1elections, White America's love for him didn't
lllbtro ,-otes. Many interviews of people in line to
itlMdisplayed the same reaction. "I wouldn't vote
many said while waiting hours for his

t~

ki that no matter how much White America
orsomeone Black, they will never allow him
a!lirtpower? White people across the country love
Jordan and other athletes and entertainers.
will plaster Jordan posters in their homes and

spend money to see him, but would never allow him
to be in a position of power over them. But Colin Powell
is supposedly different. He's already held a J?Owerful
position and he has no known history of immoral
behay.io~ misappropriation of funds or any other "dirt."
' 'The pertect candidate, he's been called by some, but
can Whites look past his race?
Blacks have been critical of Powell Mainly because
of his Republican inclinations, many Blacks have
labeled him an "Uncle Tom," and have compared him
to Clarence Thomas. In reality, no !)21itical party has
truly benefited African Americans. To oppose Powell
merely because of bis Republican tendencies would be
naive, although it would be wise for him to run as an
independent especially since his book has made many
Republican leaders wary. Other criticisms have been
of his involvement in the wron_gful deaths of Somalis
and Haitians when America mvaded those nations.
Powell isn't the typical Black candidate either. He
doesn't play to tlie emotions of African-American
voters by championing Black concerns. He has, for the
most part, stayed out of partisan pol.itics, but continues
to stay "pe~ct'! by not declaring candidacy nor making
empty promises.
A Powell presidential campaign would be
interesting, an independent run would be powerful, and
choosing to be the running mate of Sen. Robert Doh>the leading Republican candidate- would probably
place Powell in the White House.
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·vatization of schools
lendangers public education
Fali week Washington seems to lose more and

4allpi1Wtr. Now the future of the city- its youthbeen taken over by an insensitive federal
. and private sector. Last week, the proposed
IIDDpose a oontrol board over D.C. schoofs was
brthe Senate and an anticipated OK by the
~strip the District school board of its power.
had the chance to take control, the
~Education relinquished its power to private

..... eon~

. ing the poor example of Baltimore,
admitted it couldn't administer education
~ IO allow any of its schools to contract with
to manage its operations. Privatization
. •private oompany could come into a school and
11itc abusiness. The company would receive the
Ille school would normally get but add its own
~~school and collect all earned revenue. How
.. Klux Klan Inc. (who would come under
.lllme)ccntracting D.C.'s elementary schools,
linibaut. Ente(J?rises controlling the secondary
~ co Nazis and Company operating the
• •Is?
.atization would shift the emphasis from
and development to profit. It would strip the
of all control and allow for corporate America

to make the decisions. Drinking and smoking is a
problem now with youth, but wait until Phillip Morris
and, Budweiser begm controlling schools. At the board
meeting when the proposal passed many citizens
came out to express their deep disapproval for
privatization. One school board member, Aim Wilcox,
revealed the weakness and fear of the board. "Congress
was going to do it anyway . .. they will just do it over
our lieads and we will lose even more power."
With funding for education decreasing across the
country, some say privatization will save public
education. But private funds eradicate the whole idea
of publ.ic education. This may be the first stee in the
demise of free public education. Granted, facilihes may
improve under privatization, but especially with Black
children, the value of education may be sacrificed. With
White CEO's making the decisions, will Afrocentric
curriculums be approved? Will the true history of
Black people throughout the world ever be taught?
The D.C. schoofboard needs a lesson in integrity.
If Congress would have imposed privatization through
an educational control board, then the residents could
have banned together in opposition to the federal
government. But now the District has sealed its own
fate and the future of education in this city is in serious
jeopardy.
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The Pr esidents
Of Th e Un i t ed St ates
Of America

ONE DAY ONI.YI
Friday, September 29th
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WHEN SMOKERS QUIT
· Within 20 minutes of smoking that last
dgarette, the body begins a series of
changes that continues for years.

20 MINUTES
• Blood pressure drops 10
normal
• Pulse rate drops 10 normal
• Body temper:uure of hands
and feet increases 10 normal

8 HOURS

.
apiral One is more than a company thar issues credit cu-ds. We're an
idea company. An infunnation-based company with an environment d1at inspires, generates, and produces one breakthrough after
another. Toda)\ we have 6nnly esmblished our posicion as the company
,vid1 me ralent, and the technology that has redefined our industl)i

C

lf you are an "idea'' person interested in a ream environment in which
you ClJl truly make an impact, consider a cireer wid1 Capic.J One.
As long as people will take credit, you mighr as well take the opporruni-

ry to put your ideas to work. Join us and realize your roosr ambitious goals,
,vim a company destined ro do the same.
·

• Carbon monoxide level in
blood drops 10 normal
•.Oxygen le vel in blood
increases 10 normal

24 HOURS
• Chance of heart anack
decreases

1 YEAR
• Excess risk of coronary hcan
disease is half that of a
smoker

5 YEARS
• Lun2 cancer death rate for
avero2e former smoker (one
pack day) decreases by
almost half
• Scroke risk is reduced to 1
of a nonsmoker 5-1 5 yean
after quilling
• Risk of cancer of the mouth,
throat and esophagus is half
that of a smoker·s

a

48 HOURS

10 YEARS

• Nerve endings stan
regrowing
• Ability 10 smell and taste
is r.nham;ed

• Lung cancer death rate similar 10 that of nonsmokers
• Precancerous cells :ire
replaced
• Risk of cancer of the mouth.
throat. esophagus. bladder.
kidney and pancrcns
decreases

2 WEEl(S to 3 MONTHS
• Circulation improves
• Walking becomes easier
• Lung function increases
up to 30 percent

15 YEARS
,

1 to 9 MONTHS

Capital One has redefined an industry. Imagi ne what we can do for your career.

·capital0ne$M
Where l nfom1ation B uilds Success.

I•

\Y/e are an equal opponunicy ~mploycr committed co divcrsiry in the v,torkplacc.
\Vie promott a drug-frcc work environmcm.

I

:

• Coughing.
sinus congestion.
fatigue.
shonness of
breath decrease
• Cilia re2row in
Junes. incre3Sine ability io handle mu-cus. clean
the lungs. reduce infection
• Body"s 01 erall energy
increases

hcan
disea
is tJw

of a nonsmoker

Source: A:-Ntncan C&noer Soo,r,;
Cer·ers to, O,sease ConttDf ~no
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The Clorox Company, a leade r in the
consumer produces industry, is com ing to your
campus. And we bring with us a world of
possibilities for peop le with exceptional talent
and ambition.

PRESENTATION
Finance & Accounting
Thursday, October 5th
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
School of Business, Faculty Lounge
Casual Attire
Refreshments will be served
If you"re unable to attend, we'd scill like co
hear from you . Send your resume to The Clorox
Company, Senior College Relations Specialist, P.O.
Box 24305, Oakland, CA 94623. FAX: (510)
271-6593. An EEO/AA employer comm itted to
workplace diversity.
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The safest sex is no sex at all
she has sex. No relationship tbus far has
been "optimal" for Charleston.
" It may turn out that I won't have sex
until I'm married because that right person
might not come around until then," she
said.

males that have sex to prove that they are a
man. It runs more deep than that to me"
Rich said.
'
"Every male has a penis, but not every
man uses it indiscriminately.''
Safe Sex

A Matter of Respect
"Guys rend to have much
more respect for you, automaticall~ when they find
out you re a virgin. They
may not necessar ily
want to be in a relationship with you
because you are a vir•
gin. But maintaining
ibe respect that he'll
have for you outweighs
that,"
Charleston said.
Thnesha Francis, a
senior majoring in biology, said that young
women must demana
respect to get respect.
"There's nothing else better than an attractive, intelligent Black woman who is not
promiscuous," Francis said. "Guys
will only treat you the way you treat
yourself. If you're cheap and eas,Y, then
guys will treat you cheap and easy.'
Thou Shall Not ...
By La Chanda Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

,=-~

.

Sex consumes our culture like a fire
out of control.
Agents like morion pictures, television
programmiryg and clothing ads spark the
flame, sendmg out a barrage 01 pro-sex
messages, selling sex 10 teenagers and
affirmmg for many young adults that sex
is the "cool" thing to do.
In the smoke, however, are a few young
adults not overtaken by the fumes. They
ignore tbe messages and hold steady to
one belief: that abstaining from se.x is the
right thing to do.
For these students, abstinence is true
sexual freedom. They have opted 10 wait
and they are proud of it.

When temptation threatened her virginity, Hayden relied on religious beliefs to
sustain her.
"I firmly believe that the Lord gave sex•
ual pleasures lo us as a gift for man and
woman bur, over the years, society has
twisted people's outlook of sex around. It 's
no_r as cherished as it's supposed to be,'' she
said.
God has a plan for her, Hayden ·said,
which she wants to follow.
"I want 10 follow the way He [God)
wants me to go/ she said. " I' m not trying
to say that I'm me best person. I)ust believe
that He has somebody for me.'
A sophomore political science major
Martin Rich• said that religious, moral, and
personal reasons govern his decision to
abstain.
" I care for myself. I care for God. And
1've been raised that way," he said.

Right Time, Right Person
Eighteen-year-old Cassandra Hayden
is a freshman and a virgin. She is wait•
ing for the right person to come along
before she bas sex, so she "won't regret
it the morning after."
Hayden's parents raised her to believe
that it is OK 10 abstain and she listened.
"I don't feel threatened by anybody
knowing that I'm a virgin," she said.
Her virgnity, Cassanclra said, is some•
thing that sets her apart.
"Thave something that a lot of girls my
age don't. I feel that 11 is a gift that r want
to hold on to for as long as rcan," the electrical engineering maJor said. "If it takes
until marriage, tfien so be it."
Hayden aclded, " I think its important
to be able 10 say to my husband that 'I
saved myself all these years for you.'"
Ayana Charleston, a nineteen-year-old
biology major, is not necessarily waiting
until marriage to have sex.
The sophomore is waiting for a "sub____,.,.,.,.....,,.,..,..,.-,-------' stantial relationship" with a man before

Dying Breed
Charleston once thought she was one of
the few virgins on campus.
"At one point I thought I was part of a
dying breed,'' she said.
Sfie later found out that her roommate
and many of her friends were virgins.
And they weren't alone.
MTV discjockey Kennedy is a virgin.
So is actress Cassidy Rae, who played Sara
Owens on Fox's Models Inc.
Male virgins are also proclaiming their
virginity. Basketball star A.C. Green bas
vowed to wait until marriage for sex and
even started an abstinence campaign.
"It's nothing to be ashamed of, actually,'' Rich said.
"Sex doesn't make you a man. Sticking
to your beliefs and achieving your goals
makes you a man," be said.
Men who taunt other men who are vir•
gins, said the political science major, are the
real people at fault.
"Maybe there's something wrong with

According to the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta, Ga. by the age of 21,
one in four young people is already infected with a scxualfy transmitted disease.
Some med ical experts think that there is
no way of making sex safe. Francis agrees.
"There is no such thing as safe sex. It's
either sex or no sex," she said.
"Condoms are a joke. T hey do not
work,'' Francis said. "People just don't realize how much they don't work; especially
against the AIDS virus."
"That AJDS thing, it 's real on Howard 's
campus," Francis added.
Dr. Carolyn Goode, Health Education
Director for the Student Health Center, said
that abstinence is the best defense against
sexually transmitted diseases. The majori•
ty of students with whom she comes in con•
tact, Or. Goode said, arc sexually active, but
not everyone is having sex.
"There's nothing wrong with you if you
abstain, and I think students need to recognize that," she said.
Goode thinks abstinence shou ld be
stressed 10 young adults because ii mini•·
mizcs the nsk of acquiring a disease. Sbe
said the health center emphasizes abstinence, but offers other opt10ns to students
who are sexually active.
"In this day and age, it's too dangerous
to sleep around; I care for myself more than
that,'' Rich saia.
Responsibility
If AJDS and other STDs don't scarestu•
dents who abstain, they are afraid of the
resP.?nsibilities that come with sex.
'I saw where sex broke down some of
my friends. I can see where it complicated
their lives,'' Francis said.
Sbe saw friends worrying about birth
control and missing menstrual cycles.
Instead of worrying about the compli•
catioos of sex, Francis said she prefers to
concentrate on school work and on better•
ing herself. And at 21, she said she can wait.
Charleston said that sex brings on
responsibilities that she is not ready to deal
with. She never wants to ask herself, "Did
I take my pill today? Is the diaphragm in
right?"
"Sex is nor a game. It's something serious," she said. "TI's scary business because
you don't want to get a disease. You don't
want to get pregnant."
The responsibility is also emotional,
Charleston said. She worries that she will
become too attached to her fi rst sexual
partner.
"I could see that being somewhat problematic,'' she said of the emotional attach•
ment.
Add to that list, the trust factor, said
Charleston.
"You gotta make sure the brother is not
going to spread your business," she said.
Francis said that she is not physically,
financiall¥, or mentally [)rcpared for the
responsibility of a chifd. She thinks most
students are also not prepared and should
consider the possibility of an unwanted
pre~ancy.
' Pe_ople do not think far enough ahead,"
she sa1cf.

The Wdil
.Abstainin~ from sex, some students
thmk, 1s the' cool" thing to do. Ignoring a
sex crazed culture and Ifie actions of many
of theu peers, they have endured in theu
belief.
For these students, virginity isn't all
about fear. They know; re_garaless of outside
pressures, that the decision lies with them.
They have examined the demands of a
sexually active life and made the decision,
for now, to wail.

stain
Source: "Sex and America's Teenagers'
Ian Gutrmaclter l11Stitu1e, 1994

Percent of teenagers who have

not had intercourse
Age12

91'½

Agel3

84'½

Age 14

77

Age 15

70

Age 16

58

Age 17

41

ge 18

29'½

Age19

18'½

a1t
Source: Roper Starch ffi>rldwide, 199
Want to wait until they are in a com
'ttcd relationship
87%
Worry about sexually transmitted dis
85%
Worry about pregnancy
84%
Want to wail until they are older
84%
Worry about AIDS
83%
Haven't met the right person yet
80%
Just not ready for sex yet
79%
Want to wait until married
71%

Against their religion

40%

Reflections: Abstinence
Sex is a personal choice
By Shandrika R. Fields
Hilltop Staff Writer
H)'OU ask several people to give
)'Otlan adjective that describes the
111 ~f sex you will uodoubtedl y
~~ several answers. They may
good, bad, exciting, nasty,
~. smful, natural- the list can
!Pon and on.
MY, answer would simply bo-~mg. If two words were need•
e _very tempting. Sex wa s
tc10ptmg to me one day al most
tlrtedears ago and it still is to this
~ ay.
My first encounter occurred al
~~geof 17 years old with a good
•..,,a or two years. During those
:yc~s there bad always been an
ac11on between us, but we just
IICVcr h!)Oked up to try to create
~mtilerhmg beyond a friendshiP.,
• . . that day, one that I w,11
never forger as long as I live.
'Ye were chillin' ar his house
cards (no, not strip poker)
kissed Yafter school. He sudden Iy
. me. Although I was shockecl
1
1..~Pr<>caled
the kiss and one thing
•«itoanothcr. We had sex. And to
be honest, it wasn't even good (I

......uc,

~J:ig

later discovered). But at the rime I
didn't know whether it was good or
bad. All I knew was that I had done
IT. The forbidden 1T that I had seen
on TV and in the movies.
Why did I do it? Why do we do
what we do when we do what we
do? I wanted to know what it felt
like. My curiosity, as well as my
hormones, got the best of me. I also
know why Tdidn't do it. I didn't do
it because I felt pressure from him,
my fr iends or anyone else. l also
dicln'r do it because "everyone else
was doing it."
Since then I have had a few more
experiences with guys t~at I considered to be my good friends and
guys that were myooyfriends at the
tune. For me, cmouons were not
attacthed in every single case.
Sometimes it was mere attraction
for a friend which led to sex. This
is als o known as R. Kelly's
"homie/lover/friend" situation. As
I think back, I do regret a couple of
incidcnts that happened in the past.
Although I am not ashamed of my
sexual history, I also often wood.er
if my life would be drasucally d,f.
ferenr bad I not chosen be sexually
active when I did. I guess every-

thing happens at a certain time for

a certain reason and what's done is
done.
Not to think of my self as a "sexpert", but I do have a few words of
wisdom. Before choosing to
become intimate with someone, get
to know him/her very well. Of
course, you should know that simply knowing someone well does
not free you from the responsibiJ ity of practicing safe sex.
Ladies, please request that your
parmer wear a condom! I don't care
if he accuses you of not trusti ng
him (just between you and I, you
don't}. Gentlemen, please wear
one- no matter how much she
begs you not to and/or how many
pills she's on. After all, your poten•
tial partner may look mce and clean
o._n the outside, but who knows
what's lurking inside him/her. In
more familiar words, never judge
a book by its cover.
In a relationship both parties
should know what the other needs
and wants. Communication and
honesty are important where sex is
concerned, whether you're doing it
or not.
►

Abstinence, an intelligent choice
By Orion Lee
Abstinence.
It's hard to believe that one sin•
gle word can be so controversial
and yet not be considered a choice
in today's generation. With AIDS
running rampant in America, many
people would rather risk it than
keep their pants zipped up or their
legs closed.
I personally choose not to have
sex. It's not because of religion,
and it's not to be different. I make
that choice out of respect for the
woman that will become my wife.
The biggest gift that you can give
to someone you love is the gift of
yourself. In giving this, you give the
very best of yoursel.f in pureness.
I hear a lot of neople say that
"sex is good" and r'once you have
it, you can't stop." I even hear pco•

pie compare one person to another.
That is the reason why so many
couples fail and fall as a result of
infidelity. You get tired with what
you have or remember somethin~
that was better; that's why you can t
concentrate on your man or woman.
I have also beard people say that
oo your first (imc, you fall in love.
Of course you do; there is a bond
there. Well, I want that bond and
love to be with my wife, and any
self-respecting man should want
the same.
I don't want somebody else's
leftovers , and anr. real man
shouldn't either. I don t want to constantly wonder if I did better than
the last man, and any decent man
shouldn't have 10 wonder about that.
If we arc supposed to be such a
wonderful people, then why can't
we exercise a little self control? It

really isn't that difficult. Just don't
put yourself into situations that will
mvolve sexual activity. Yes, there is
temptation, but believe me, with
the tb.ings that I have been through,
if I can make it, so can you.
To be brutally honest, if respect
for yourself or your mate don't
move you, think abou t AIDS.
Abstinence makes sense. If you are
oot with anyone before you marry
and stay inooogamous during marriage, AIDS won't even come into
the picture.
We, as Black men and women
today, need to stop thinking with
our genitals and start working with
our minds. We have a lot to do in
order to turn things in this nation
around, and we can not do it on our
backs. Abstinence. It is one single
word and one simple solution.

The HILLTOP wants.YOU!
Writers and photographers are needed,
so call 806-6866 NOW!!!!!!!
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GOD IS IN CONTROL
" ...What manner of man is this, that even the winds and the sea obey him !"
Matthew 8:27
'

THE
HOWARD UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY CHOIR
proudly presents

·A .
BACK TO SCHOOL GOSPEL JAM
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1995
7:00 P.M.

ANDREW RANKIN MEMORIAL CHAPEL
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON, D.C.

ADMISSION IS FREE
JESUS PAID IT ALL!
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If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.
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FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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SPECIAi, 'DEAD
PRESIDENTS'
.
PREVIEW
The Hughes brothers look for success in
sopho1nore fil1n 'Dead Presidents'
By Katrina Pratt

-

Hilltop Slaff Writer

The fra1ernal twins have, once
api_o given birth to a hypnotic film.

11oui,,'ood

Pictures, in association
wuCaravnn Pictures, prcsenLS " Dead
Presidents,'' produced and directed by
11ie Hughes brothers.
Tbc bro1hcrs used 1he ir same
(lUli,-e talents to create an authentic
mo-ie based in the ' 70s. "Dead
Prcsidtnts'' is as hean J>?Unding an~ '-----...111:.o.a.,.__ ___,;
l((ion-packed as th eir 1993 hit Allen and Albert Hughes directed the film, ' Dead Presidents'.
·llcoacc to Society.''
"Our mission is not to preserve anything bu1 a story shouldn't bang people over 1he head wi1h your political
IUlisinteresting. We don' t want to have any hang-ups agendas and we want to be diverse enough to be able
to direct different types of films. People don't go to 1he
1111nyagendas 110110 be c reative," Allen Hughes sa id.
The Hughes brothers made their directing dcbu1 at
movies 10 gel preached to," Allen said.
l&C:?Owith .. Menace," which won 1he aware! for Bes t
The Hughes brothers have a different approach to
Picturt at 1he 1994 MTV Movie Awards and was creating their characters than most movie writers and
based on a storr that they deve loped al age 14.
directors.
•We defini1ely do our homework," Albert Hug hes
"The way we see it, 1raditional Hollywood films
gjd. when asked about recreating some of 1he scenes.
keep the lead charac1er on one plane mos1 of 1he lime.
•We asked people over 30 to hefp us authentica1e 1he We like him going through the ups and downs," Allen
5c-i01s."
said.
Toe brothers have received tremendous praise for
"We like bad people; bad people arc more colorful.
approach to directing.
One day we want to do a movie wi1h all bad guys.
·\bu should pu1 your be liefs in a film, but you People can learn from 1hc nawsofbadpeople, whereas

a

Comedian Chris Tucker
talks about 'Dead
Presidents' and success

Chris Tuckers stars as Skip in 'Dead Presidents'.
I

By Alona Ballard
Hilltop Slaff Writer

The audience is in the middle of
ovat ion. Three
p)emenappeara11he front oft he
\:!Jleplex Odeon Avalon TheaterCbris Tucker, in a white undersh in
Ind o,,:ralls, and movie directors
Aile.a and Albert Hughes. They
begin a question -and-answer
session immediately following an
t1clusive Washrn gton D.C.
~ d screening of their new
movie "Dead Presiaents.'·
"This question is for Chris," says
a)'Ollng lady in the back. " How did
)\JQl)ICl)are for lhe role of a pimp?"
'In real li fe, I'm a player for
~Tucker says. The movie-goers
c"'"'ue.
, ] Comedian-lurned-aclor, Chris
ildtr,co-stars in the film as Sk ip.
a"psc~pimp" who was planning
gomg to college, but goes to
lttllam with his liuddies when he
a s1anding

ti

fails high school.
While his buddies come back
home from the war to new families,
Sk ip , like man)' o ther Vietnam
vc1crans, comes back with a drug
habit, is affcc1ed by Ageni Orange
and, most importantly, is alone.
" I really fell in love wilh 1he part
as soon as I read the script because
it's much like me as a comedian,"
said Tucker. who's never had an
ac1ing class.
He described his experience
working with the Hughes brothers.
"They help you a Tot, they mold
you. Some! i mes I was like ,
overacting, and Allen was h k~,
'Calm ii <fown.' They' re not afraid
to tell you."
In jus t three short years. Tucker
has become o ne of a popular new
generation of Black comedians.
,..he you ngest of eight children, he
grew up in a middle-class sec1ion of
At.lania. He s tarted doing comedy
at the age of 15 and was hos1ing
local tafont s hows by the time he

was in high school.
When a branch of The Comedy
Act Theater opened in A1lanta, a
19-year•old Chr is performed a t
ama!eur night, r~ce.ivii:ig a stand ing
ovauon and an 1nvnauon 10 re1urn
as a regular.
At age 20, when he moved 10
Los Angeles , he landed an
unforget1able s tint on Russell
Simmons ' "Def Comedy Jam."
Many find it hard to forget the way
he delivered the story of ·' robbing
the s to"' o nly 10 find his car stolen
w hen he came out. A Siar was born.
His trademark high-p itched
voice landed him appearances in
the " Def Comedy Jam All-Stars"
video and lasl year's "Soul Train
Comedy Awards'' show. Tucker
says his s uccess is due to keeping
God first. He has a lso scored guest
roles on " In Living Color,"
"Hangin' with Mr. Cooper," "House
Panflll" and Heavy D's ''Nulhin'
but Love" v ideo.
Tucker is best known for his role
as Smokey, Ice Cube's marijuanasmoking sidekick in the hilarious
comedy "Friday." Describing what
it was like working with rapper Ice
Cube, 1uckcr said, " It was fun; he's
real cool."
Like his c haracter Smoker, from
"Friday," his characte r in 'Dead
Presidents" also loves 10 "ge1high,"
but that's w here their similarnies
e nd . Although his two film
charac1ers
enj oy
smok ing
marijuana, Tucker says that he does
not condone 1he use of the drug.
Although his acling career
seems very prom ising, Tucker says
his firs1 love is comeoy,
"I plan to pu t both together,
dramatics and comedy," he said.
During the question-and-answer
session, Tucker also gave advice
for asp1ring'comics. His response
was snort and sweet. "Be ongina I:
don't cuss."
Tucker curren1ly a ppears
regularlr, at The Comedy Act
Theater, fhe Fun House and The
Comedy Store in Los Angeles.
He has also appeared in
Mo ntreal 's " Ju s t for Laughs"
Comedy Fes1iva l. He has just
finished a nationwide stand-up 1our
and, as if that wasn't enough, look
for his debut comedy a.l bum and his
lhird fi lm " Fifth Element," with
Bruce Willis next year.

the good guys a lways have this role that nobody can spend vast amounts of money.
realfy rcla1e to" Albert said .
"We prefer lo tigh1cn our scrip1s to 1he bare bones,"
"We liked this s tory because it is abou1one person Allen said. " If it doesn't keep moving, we get bored
going lhrough so many experiences and how he deals with the fat. "Menace" had a relentless pace for most
with the extremes. It 's a story about someone trying to of the movie. This one is slower in comparison but it's
gel o ut, try.ing to escape from something."
s1ill tight."
"We like to sec the character get beat up again and
After a few more jokes and a l01 more laughs, the
again but then lash ou1, and follow what happens as a Hughcs brothers had to continue 1heiragenda, meeting
resuh of that," he said.
witn other people about 1hc dcbu1. Allen Hughes
The Hughes brothers say they refuse to accept offered 1his advice to anyone trying to go into directing:
second-best a nd selected only lhe finest talent tfie
"Go 10 a lot of meetmgs and 1ry to meet everyone.
industry has to offer.
.
When you meet people, 1reat them like they are your
"Larcnz Tole is a pure actor. He totally ge1s into his best friends, because you never know w ho you are
role. One morn ing on the set, he just
going 10 be working w11h in 1hc fulure."
jumped ou1 of lus ca r and s1ancd
strulti ng away. A nd we was like,
'What's up ' Renz'! ' He didn't hear us;
he was in a daze," Allen said.
"You probably would like him
bener as a person w hile he's filming a
movie ancf in a ro le, than when he's
not," Alben said.
''Chris [TI1ckcr] is an actor and he
has a more raw. dramatic talent. I
definitely saw a maturity change in
Tucker from 'Friday· as compared to
'Dead Presidents.'
"The bro1hers say thal 1hey ontr,
like working with 1he basics and don t
·rhe Hughes' brothers film hits theatres October 4.

r------------------~~

'Dead Presidents'
soundtrack, a soulful
collection of classics

If you are interested in
writing for the Pulse
Page, contact Miguel at. .
806-6866.
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Sly and the Famlly Stone
p icked for the soundtrack were
By Awanya Deneace Anglin
songs my brother and I heard
Hilltop Staff Writer
growing up in Detroit.''
Of 1ne 36 songs, 14 made the
For those who really want to
reminisce abou1 the joys and pains final cut for the soundtrack. Many
of the early seventies, as dcpic1ed in of 1he sonj!S may even be familiar
the motion p icture "Dead 10 todays R&B and hip-hop
Presidcn1s,•· 1hcn the " Dead generation.
"The Look of Love," originally
Presidents'' sou ndtrack is your
ticket. Many of 1he songs on the performed by lege ndary Isaac
soundtrack bring back memories of Hayes on his 1970 album "To Be
a lime when African Americans Continued," is a song th.a t adds 10
were having great difficulty with t he inten sity of the movie's
finding the ir p lace in American
society and the Yielnam War.
Alben and Allen Hughes, who
directed the movie, helped to select
the music for the soundtrack, along
wi1h mus ic supervisor Bonnie
Greenberg.
"There arc 36 'oldies' used in
the movie. We picked '70s soul
classics for the soundlrack because
they have more of a n edgy
multidimensional feel and mood
than the music of the sixties," Allen
Hughes said. "Mos1 of 1he tunes we

Issac Hayes has two songs
on the soundtrack.

En Vogue's. "(My Lov in') You're
Never Gonna Get It" have sampled
the song.
Two
new
art ists
on
Underworld/Capitol Records, Jesse
and Trina B., s,ng a remake of the
1972 summer classic, "Where Is the
Love," originally performed by
Robena Flack and tlte la1e Donny
Hathaway.
Jesse estab lished his name
earl ier 1his year wi1h his hi1 single,
"When U Cry, I Cry" from nis
debut album ''Never Let You Go.''
Trina B. expects 10 release her
debut alllum in 1996. The 16-yearo ld Chicago native was signed to
1he Underworld/ Capitol labe l,
ironically, after singing a Donny
Hathaway song live ,n l~Coffices of
The Hughes Brothers and
Underworfd Records' CEO Darryl
Porl~r.
Oth e r songs performed by
legcndarr. pioneers of soul include
"UTheres a Hell Belo,v," by Curtis
Mayfield; " Do Right Woman, Do
Right Man," by the " Queen of
Sou l" Aretha Frankl in; "I Miss

Harold Melvin a nd the Blue Notes
You," by Harold Melvin and the
dramatic scenes. The song has a lso Blue Notes; "Never Gonna Give
been sa mpled by ma ny hip-hop
You Up," by Barry White; '•Tired of
an ists, includ ing Snoop Doggy Being Alone," by Al Green; " If
Dogg.
You Want Me To Siay," br, Sir and
Ffayes also contributed to lhc The Fa mil y S tone; ' 1' 1 Be
soundlrack the ever popular classic, Around" by the Spinners; "Love
"Walk On By," which has been Tiain" by the O'Jays, and the "Dead
sampled by rappers The Notorious
Presidents Theme" by Danny
B.I.G, Bushwick Bill and Above Elfman. Elfman's musical talents
The Law.
have been featured in movies such
Anothe.r song 1hat today'.s as "Batman," "Dick Tracy" and
listeners will probably recognize 1s " The
Nightmare
Before
"The Payback ," whicli was Christmas.''
orig inally recorded and performed
T he soundtrack was released by
by the "Godfa1hcr of Soul" James
Underworld/Capitol Records on
Brown. The song "Can'I You Sec,"
Scp1ember 26.
sung by newcomers Total a nd

Dead Presidents opens nationwide on
Wednesday, October 4.
•

•
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You Are Cordially Invited
jl cek.iration

of

'1lie. 9'6itionalCounci£ of9{J,sro 'Women at !Jfowara 'lln.iversi.ty
Surufay, Octo6er 1, 1995

4 f"" · 7pm

(juut ;ttutufu: 'Dr. 'Dorot!iy ~
!N9tionaf Prtsitknt of'1lie. 9'@tiona£ Counci£ o f ~ 'Women
The program begins at 4 pm in Rankin Chapel

followed by a reception in the Faculty Restaurant, B~urn Center, first floor.
'Afility will tna.if.e a woman to 90 to tfie ttlp, 6ut it tai:Js cliaracter to fcµp fitl' tfttl'e. •

-God's Little Instruction Book
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PRESIDENTS
TRE OIILY COLOR TRAT COUNTS IS GREEN,

Howard Maynard Clarke II

'

O Jason 1\tlccolo Johnson

May 19, 1966 - September 24, 1995
Howard Maynard Clarke Il, known as Maynard, was tragically killed in a boating accident on Sunday, September 24, 1995.
He is remembered by friends and family as a person who cared for others and eajoyed life to its fullest.
While at Howard University undergraduate, on a baseball scholarship, he found time for entrepreneurial endeavors, sports
writing for the Washington Post and Public service. Some of his other activities included: President of Liberal Arts Students
Council, Candidate for Graduate 'Ihlstee, and a member of Sigma Delta Thu fraternity. At the time of his death he was in his
second year of Law School at Howard.

'

The legacy he has left behind is that you live each day to its fullest, because tomorrow is not promised. His loving
.
memories will live on in the hearts of his parents (Maynard and Barbara Clarke), relatives, and classmates, whom he dearly loved.
(The funeral service will take place on Sunday, October 1, 1995 in Rhode Island. Those who would like to attend may
contact DeAngelo Starnes at (202) 986-9350.)
Photo by Jason Miccolo Johnson
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"0 Come, let us sing unto the Lord·... "

Wings of Gold

..•
.•
•

Psalm9S

Slice through the clouds at twice the
speed of sound in an F/A-18 Hornet,
track an unidentified submarine from a
Sea Hawk helicopter or monitor the
progress of an attack squadron from
an EA-6B Prowler. These are only a
few of the choices for you when you
qualify to be a U.S. Navy Aviator and
wear the treasured "Wings of Gold."
How can you become a Naval Aviator?
Call 1-800-USA-NAVY for information .

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
COMMUNl'TY CHOIR

'

]

Will have an

AIIV YOU AND THE NAVY.

I FULL SPEED AHEAD. _.
NII¥____________
..............
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Career Fair
October 4 , 1995

For committed Tenors, Basses and Musicians with a
willingness to uplift the name of Jesus Christ in song!

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount BrokerSM, is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the stock brokerage business.
"
OLDE offers:
4-12 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on October 4 1995.

No auditions necessary!
Date:

If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

Friday, September 29, 1995

1 800 937-0606

Time:

or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226
, - - - - - -_;__ _ _ _-1,

4:00 p.m. (sharp)

Place: Blackburn Center

~OLDE

Auditorium

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS

]

MembetNYSEondS!l'C

Musicians especially needed!!!

]

202-332-7402

ams
Albuquerque
Atlanla

\Vhcn

Auslin

the soul or your company, is .•

performance.-. .-.?' :,
wA_.r,

~

Bern

\j:'1(1

Birmingham
Boslon
Brussels
Charlolle
Chicago
Dusseldor1
Fairborn

- · nothing is
more important than the

performers.
Nothing.

A

Please join us for a demonstration of contemporary
information technologies addressing today's business
needs. AMS will be demonstrating real world
applications of technologies including multimedia,
pen-based computing, client/server architectures,
graphical user interfaces (GUl's), and document
imaging. These are demonstrations of systems that
have been implemented for AMS clienlS.

.•

''

.'.. it is about tapping
an ocean of creativity,
· passion and energy
that, as far as we can
see, has no bottom
and no shores.

''

Falrlax

J ack Welch, CEO

Frankfurt
The Hague
Houston
Jackson
King of Prussia
Denver

t American Management Systems, our consuhanlS
help large organizations-many of them dominant
players in their industries-achieve breakthrough
performance through the intelligent use of information
technology.

a

London
Los Angeles
Madrid
Manchesler
Mexico City
Mlnneapolls
Montreal
Munich
New Orleans

New York

How would you describe GE's work environment? Open, inspiring,
charged, fast'Paced, non-bureaucratic, apolitical. We think you'U
agree these are particularly appealing adjectives.
We believe in being "boundaryless." We've taken down walls that
divide people, eliminated hierarchies and stripped out bureaucratic
processes company-wide. And it's worked. We are a 60 billion dollar
global enterprise whose extremely diverse range of businesses arc
number one or number "'"' in their market.$. Others look to us for
management best practices and our financial result$ have
shareholders cheering.
We want to hear from Bachelor's and Master's degree candidates. If
you are bright, creative, passionate about your work and dctennined
to make things happen , we want you to know we find these to be
particularly appealing qualitie~

Norfolk

We'll be on campus this Fall.
Please check with the Placement
Office for more details.

Ollawa
Pearl River

Technology Night at the
Howard Inn

Portsmoulh
Redwood City
Richmond
Roseland
Sacramenlo

Monday, October 2 , 1995
5:30-8:30 pm

Find out more. Contact CE University Recrui.
~O Bo
ung, • . x 55250,
n geport, er 06610. Or visit us on the World Wide Web at:
http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/ge

B 'd

Saini Paul
San Diego
Sarasola

Hors d'oeuvres will be served

Sealtle
Slockholm
Topeka
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An Environment Without Boundaries
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jBison crush Golden Lions, 23-7, in Classic

,
Bison QB Ted White was game M.V. P.
, Running back St eve Mosley leads t he team In rushing.

Photos by Nikia Puyol
By OeWayne K. Glssendanner
H~ltop Staff Writer

lust imagine a large group of angry
b~rfaloes, Slnmpeding through an open
field over a couple ofhelpless lions who
jllst happen~d 10 be in the wrong place at
Ille wrong ume.
Well, that's just whal lhe Bison (2-2
01t11II, 0-1 in lhe MEAC) did to the

University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff last
week in 1he Third Annua l St. Louis
Gateway Classic, as they registered a 23-7
win before 27, 467 fans gat6ered at Busch
Stad ium in St. Louis, Mo.
The big story of the game was the stellar
play of the Bison "soldier" defense. They
held the Golden Lions' game-breaking
run ning back, Ray Nealy, who was
averaging l 70 yards rushing per game, to

just 72yardson 2lcarries. This was a huge
factor m the vic1ory because the Golden
Lions were a team 1na1relied heavily on i1s
running game.
Another impor1an1 fac1or in 1he game
was lhe sudden awakening of lhe Bison's
special teams. Junior all -American punter
Rubin Ru iz and Junior placckicker Jason
DeCu irdidtheirjobsbyconstantlylanding
the Golden Lions in poor field position.

Howard football players are
representing in NFL
By Dew ayne K. Glssendanner

Hilltop Sports Columnist
.ll!M'3ni UniYcrsity. The Mecca.
Sure, Howard has always had a strong academic
rtpllWion for turning out some of this' nation's most
lllcaced, briwitest and respected Black leaders. But,
~ 1-foward is stead ily build Log a new rep.
WIien you're flicking through the stations on Sunday .
altcrnooo looking for a good football game, it's not
IIIHISUal to see an ex-Bison puttin' in work for one of
• Ilic 30 NFL teams. Of course, we don't receive the
~tion of a perennial powerhouse like Florida
State; Michigan, Nebraska, or that other team that has
a~1hing 6u1 ilS pre-game meal televised, Bui if
J11U re on the Bison football team, all it takes is some
IJ!eo~cxtra hard work and a linle ex~sure and, before
)lltl know ii, you're sining there with a team and an
agai~ trying 10 negotiate a conlract.
Ob)I marbe it's DOI lhat easy.
Maybe it s a coincidence, but I doubt i1; before
Coacti Wilson and his able clan of exper ienced
lllistanis look over the program in 1989, there were
''ttJ few Howard players to make it 10 the next level,
•ilh Wilson and secondary coach Greg Buller being
apan of those few,
Currently, the Bison have six players playing in lhe
NFL.making, I'm sure, much more than 1hey would
a1111y post--00lle_gia1e nine-10- five. The ex-Bison to
•11idi I'm refcrnng are: Defensive Tuckie Jose Whj1e
Vikings), Running Back Rupert Gran!
ialand Pa1rio1s), Stron~ Safety Tim \½Itson
City Chiefs), Wide Receiver-Return Specialist

Gary "Flea" Harrell (New York Giants), Cornerback
Sean Van Horse (Detroi1 Lions) and Wide ReceiverRe1urn Specialist James Cunn ingham (Minnesota
Vikings).
Ano, if quarterback Jay "Sky" Walker, wbo was
recently released by 1he New Enltland Patriots, was a
few shades lighter and drafted 6y a team without a
mega-talent like Bledsoe, he could have easily been a
quality QB in the NFL. Walker was as prepared for lhe
professional level as I've ever seen any QB, (Dan
Marino being the only possible exception). But you
know the moral of tha1 story.
As was previously menuoned, much of 1hc credi1
should be given 10 Coach Wilson and his dcdica1ed
assistants for their implementation of pro-s1yle
offensive and defensive selS now run by the Bison.
Over the lasl three years, Howard has managed 10
attract the attention of NFL scouts by having at least
one player drafted in each of lhe past three seasons. This
is a phenomenal accomplishment for any program that
is 001televised on a weekly basis, but wnat makes this
fact even more merilorious is that the weigh1room used
as a training facility for the Bison would be considered
inadequa1e even when compared with those at many
high schools.
So, basicall_y. these players are making it to the nexl
level on God-given lalenl and excellent preparation by
i1s coaching staff, who know first hand about playing
in the pros.
I guess !here's jus1 no leaching 1alent. So, hopefully
nexl year, around this time, Howard will once again
represem.

In Memory of
Leo Miles
Former H0ward Athletic
Director

1935-1995
May he rest in peace
If you want to write for the Sports Page,
contact Kri s at 806-6866 or' come to the
weekly meetings on Tuesday at 5: 30 1n
the Hilltop.
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Freshman fullback Desmond Wise r scored the Bison's firs1touchdown on a onen. u. lVJen S .:,occer
yard plunge and, from 1herc, they never I
Schedule
looked back.
I
Bison quarterback led While wem 9 of
September
23 passing, 140 yards, and 2 TDs.
I
30 @Am ·
1:00
The Golden Lions scored their lone
encan
touchdown on a one-ya rd quarterback I October
sneak.
I
4 (@U MES
3:00
6 ffome UDC
3:00
-.lff ~- ,.. "I" I""' - 11 Home Loyqla U. 7:30
vvomen's
.:,occer"r'
.:,cneou1e
18 Home G. Mason 7 :30
I September
I
25 Home William &Mary;
7:30
I
30-0ctl @Stoney Brook Tornament
12:00 II
28 @St. Francis
1 :00
November
I · October
II
5 @ VA. Commonwealth
I
6 Home vs. S t. Joseph's U.
6:00
6 :00 .
11 (@ VA. Commonwealth
4:00 II
I
19 Rome Marymount U
7:30
30 @ Georgetown
2:30
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Despite inexperience
soccer teain. shoots
.....
..
for chainpionship
,.

By Marcus Matthews

Hilltop Staff Writer

It's Sep1cmber, for anot her
exc iting soccer season for the
Howard University Boo1crs. Af1er
working hard during lhe spring and
summer ge11ing in shape for lhe
upcoming soccer season, it's now
time fortije Bootcrs 10 prove lhat all
of 1ha1hard work paid off. Allhough
1he Boo1ers have seven s1ar1ers
rclurning from lasl year, the team is
s1 ill very young, but 1hey have lhc
bumps and bruises from Jas1 season
10 help 1hcm shoo1 for 1his year's
championship.
Las1 year's mos1ly freshman
team fimshed wilh a 7-7-2 record.
The Boo1ers los1 a lot of close
games due lo menial mis1akes made
as a resull of th ei r lack of
experience. "Last season could
have been a litile belier, bu1when
you play with freshmen, you are
going 10 have freshman mist•kes.
This year, a 101 of those players
have matured a lot, usi ng !heir
speed and skills more wisely, to be
a successful team," Head coach
Keith Tucker said.
This marks Tucker's 151h season
as head coach for the Boolers.

Tucker knows what ii lakes 10 be
successful at this level, as he played
for Howard between 1975 and
1979. Tucker coached Howard 10 a
run ner-up fin ish in lhe NCAA
Tournamen1 in 1988 and led his
learn 10 a final-eight appearance in
1989.
The Boolcrs will be lead by cocaplai ns sophomore midfielder
Ray mond Goodlett and Andre
Vir1uc. Good lelt had a good
freshman year, s1arting 12 of 14
games. During thei r 7-7-2 season
fie proved 10 6e one of the brighl
spo1s. Howard has also brought in
two top players from Ja maica,
Jason Chong and Carli ngton
Clarke, and some lop freshman
from the area arc expected lo
con1ribu1e grea1ly. " We have a lot of
talent comi~ rn 1his year who
should help I in 1he spots of the
s1arlcrs ha grad ua1cd. I am
expecting big lh ings from !his
leam,'' Goodlett said.
The other cap1ain, sophomore
Virtue, also had a terrific freshman
yea r and was the learn 's best
midfield player. Hcs1ar1ed 13 of16
games and is one of 1he team's best
aribblers and passers. Virtue irylso
an Al l-Amencan candidate. 'We
havc13 very lalenled team and have

all worked hard logether, so we.
should be able 10 reach our goals-..
ii won't be an individual efforl, but..
a team effor1," he said.
;
The Boo1ers have strong:,
offensive 1alen1 lhis year so lhey•
won't have 10 re ly on any one-:
person 10 do all of the scoring.·
Mo~ of the offensive posi1ions will;
be occupied by freshmen, so Ihey ·
will play a big part in how;.
successful this learn will be. Willionly two juniors and one senior, lhiS::
year's team is basically comprised
ff"young Bison," as Coach Tucker
calls them. "I am very excited to get:
, 1his season started. To me, this is.
one of the betlcr teams I have ,
coached."
,.
The ream has defin itely matured ·
since las1Jear. There is more 1eam '
uni1y an spi ril this )'.Car. Said ,
Goodlet!: "We are more focused on •
wi nn ing and getting something :
acco mplished: This year', we :
definitely wan1to make the NCAA :
play-offs."
,
The men's tea m ope ned its '
season up wi1h two 1011cl1 liames ·
against Marshall and Citaoel. 'Both ,
teams arc known to be skillful and ,
very physical, as well as mature. It 1
will be a big 1es1 for lhe 'young ,
Bison,'" Tuder said.

. Come support our Bison
football team tomo rrow in
Greene Stadium vs.
Florida A&M
at 1 :30.
St~dents get youri tickets at
Cramton and bring your I.~.

!
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"THE MOST EXHILARATING AMERICAN
MOVIE SINCE 'PULP FICTION'!"

$35 billion
, in assets and
the most
important ones
walk out the door
every night.

~-t,.l''-",. r.,.,,.., ,.,o~•rfttNf

-

"NICOLE KIDMAN
GIVES THE BEST
PEP(ORA1ANCE
OF Tiff ~EAR.
S/,c I lh,s )'<'rJrS

"****·

O,UTSTANDING
CINEMATIC
ENTERTAINMENT.
DON'T MISS IT."

:lead 011 io-k
iJr 0 1, C ,r:nr
nom ,r·(: 1 ..·1·1.•·

" NICOLE KIDMAN
IS DEVIOUSLY
DELICIOUS.

'NICOLE KIDMl).N
DELIVERS A KILLER
PERFORMANCE.

It is her best
performance:•
w, ...;,,- r•. ,.•~,. .. , , ...• ,,
~

Van Sant deftly
blends film,
video interviews
and headlines ."

!'.,,... I

1•.

"OUTRAGEOUSLY
ENTERTAINING
AND PROVOCATIVE.. .
FUNNY, SHOCKING
AND WICKEDLY
PACED. NICOLE
KIDMAN DELIVERS
A DELICIOUSLY
WITTY AND
· CAPTIVATING
PERFORMANCE."

" THE BLACKEST, MOST
WICKED COMEDY
IN AGES.
NICOLE KIDMAN
/SAS GOOD AS
SHE IS BEAUTIFUL AND THAT'S AS
GOOD AS IT GETS:'

f, '/D,.,IJ A!,( lfA[l,'{)llfl',•,<:h

',, ., · I'/:, I I I, I,. S

" NICOLE KIDMAN
IN THE BEST
PERFORMANCE
OF HER CAREER.
A jaunty in-your-face

" KIDMAN IS TERRIFIC.
A VERY FUNNY FILM
LIKELY TO EARN
NICOLE KIDMAN
AN OSCAR
NOMINATION:'

fable for our time;'

NICOLE

As a vital member of our team, you can achieve your goals in
a corpora te setting that promotes open communication and
values innovative thinking. We offer a wide range of challenging
opportunities for visionary business and economic graduates, as
well as liberal arts graduates with at least three business courses
and related work experience.
Explore the career options available ;'ith Comerica when our
representatives are on campus:

Interviews
Friday, No vember 17th
Please check with your p lacement office for times and locations.
U you would like to find out about becoming a vital asset to a
banking leader, p lease send your resume to: Comerica
Incorporated, Jill Niebieszczanski, P.O. Box 7S000, Detroit, MI
48275-3121. We support a drug-free environment. Drug testing is
a required step in the employment process.
$35 billion

KID M AN

TOD E FOR
All she wanted was a little attention.

'

Comerica Incorporated is among the nation's top 25 banks
with approximately $35 billion in assets. Bu t our most valuable
resources are the talented people that make up our company.

cUIUl.'C',, il(ll:,:iS
R,: . I: , 1 \if:IGUTORS l/,UR,\ ii'.,il!I,,
GUS ·,,'iW)41H
::;(,]: !IU\',.·1: 1\11 ·u jQ.'J)illii PIIOf:,i/. ',\;\]! Dl!lON .. 0,\llNY flf,'icl:
1·:i, ·: ·;: L'/
,i_: C\F.'((!(![0
'·JOYCf '/.';'n-L\PD •,•,•:gucv HHli-':

Graduate School
or Career in
Your Future?

1
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college students and recent graduates of color
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WASHINGTON, D .C .
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Sheraton City Ceoire • I 143 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

O CTOBER 1, 1995
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NOON - 5:00 P.M.
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For m«r informntio11 call (70)) )85-298 I
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Career opportunities
at J.P. Morgan
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an•t afford to save fo r retirement?

The truth is, you can't afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 3o years o r more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you

do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save now, you can take

i!
-.:i

advantage of tax deferral and give your

..-~

Consider this: Set a.side just $100 each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over $172,109• by the time
you reach age G5. But wait ten years and
you 'II have to budget $219 each month
10 reach the same goal.
,
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

..

money time to compound and grow.

Even if you're not counting the years to
ret irement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest ..
ment choices, nnd :i record of personal

service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.7 milGon people in educat ion and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow·when you

have time and TIAA-CREF working on

Audit Plus
Finnnciul Accounting
Global Technology und Operat ions
Investment Banking
Mnnngcmcnt Services (l.n te1·nnl Con sulting)
Sulcs, Trad ing, nnd Research

P/t>ase plan lo al/Nu/ 011r
information presentation
ll'ednesday , October .J
7:00-8:30 /JIii
School ofBus iness 585
All majors welcome

your side .

Start pla11nin9 yo11r fatun. Call onr Enroll111#1t H otlfoe at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'
• A.v11,,ui,, dA iAtN·ut ,-;1/,-"'116,l'fA.l,-) Id TIM Rt1ih-...t AM•ilir-1. n... ,.,, ;, ~ Nldy U,;.._, ,., f"'Wf" • . , t/lrrt,,~"·¥ L1t1tr .. M$'1tr ,W/N ~u
~ wry };//Mt" t ~tu. CUF mti[',..,,lu lllrt N trilt11'1ly f/M,CXJ:F /J,J.'.,;),,,/ •,,) /,,,,til•1;.,.f &,.,._~,,_

JPMor gan
Internet hUp:/J,,.,.w,,·.jpmor;..•un.c.·0111
J.P. Mors,"l:u1 i ~ nn t.-c4tud opporh111ity t•mploycr
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If YOUARE
LOOKING FOR
ACAREERIN
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► SALES
► MARKETING
► ENGINEERING

Creatin g to day's blue pri nt.

'
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VISIT
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Oxy__Chem®

-

CAREER
EXPLORATION
DAY

1"""

DXY:

✓

Occidental
Chemical
Corporation
EQUAL OPPORTIJNITY EMPLOYER M/F

At Sprint, we'v.e got big plans for reshaping the future of global communication.

INDUSTRY CLUSTER MEMBER
PROUD SPONSER OF
THE TEAM AOOPTION PROGRAM

Plans that include bringing
in top people to help us in our innovative explorations.
•.
Right now, we have challenging opportunities for dynamic, customer-focused
visionary thinkers in applied technologies, international business, strategic planning, marketing and finance. For more information about any of the following
events, contact your placement office. Interested seniors or graduate students
should forward resume to: Sprint, Attn: Portia Kibble Smith, Mailstop KSWESA0 I 16, 23 30 Shawnee Mission Parkway, Westwood, KS 66025.

•
_,.

Sprint On Ca mpus Calendar
October S, 199S

Sprint Corporate Present ation
(Reception Immediat ely Following)
School of Business Faculty Lounge

4-S:J0pm

We are an EEO/AA employer M/F/DN. We maintain
a smoke-free workplace and perform pre-employm ent
substance abuse testing.

Creating the Blueprint.

Ladies FREE
, 0H
p;/;;h.ers .
t:'V All N19ht
8/4 10:00pm ,, .:..& No At~letic CCl.e~r
0§ 8/411:i

:0

m for info, (202) 331,·

QWIG'i-EY~
18th & I Street N. W.

Say it with Style!
Place a personal ad
on the H illtopics page.
'

Call 806-6866

to get your shouts out.

'

• '
. '

AT THE

S'hapi rig t omorrow's future.

'

":I

t CHEMICAL
t ELECTRICAL
t MECHANICAL

-
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•
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HILLTOPICS
• All HILLTOPICS arc due, paid
in full, the Monday before publi•
cation. Announcements by cam•
pus organizations for meetings,
seminars or non-profit events are
free for 10 words or less and $1
for every additional five words.
Campus announcements for profit
arc charged as individuals. Ind ividuals advertising for the purpose of announcing a serv ice,
buying o r selling are charged $5
for the first 20 words and $1 for
every additional five words.Local
companies arc charged SJ Ofor
the first 20 words and S2 for
every five words thereafter. Personal ads arc $2 for the first 10
words and SI for every additional
five words thereafter.

ANNOUNCEMEN'l'S
LEIS GO)AILING
I AM ORGANIZING A SAILBOAT IN
THE BRITISH VIRGlN ISLAND FOR
A WEEK THE CHARTER WI LL
COMMENCE ON JANUARY 8TH
ANO END JANUARY t4TH. IF YOU
WOULD LIKE TO JOIN MY CHARTER SEND YOUR INQUIRY AND
YOUR SAILING EXPERIENCE TO:
HOWARD UNIVERSITY POST
OFFICE BOX 67 WASHINGTON, D.C
20059

1000 UO\>S 10 MENNEEDED

(AGES 15+) BE A PART OF HISTO,
RY AND JOIN THE 1000-VOICE
CHORUS AND PERFORM AT THE
MILLION MAN MARCH ON OCT i6
ON THE STEPS OF THE UNITEQ
STATES CAPITOL. MEN AND BdYS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN PERFORM ING SHOULD ATTEND
PRACTICES AT SHILOH BAPTIST
CHURCH ON 99TH 7 PST NW: !ST
PRACTICE SEPT. 23 FOR MORE
INFO CALL FLOYLD NILES AT 2349771

vuLONI EER MODELS NEEDED
FOR UPCOMING FASHION SHOW,
FULL FIGURE MODELS INCLUDED. VOLUNTEER MUSICIANS
AND SINGER NEEDED FOR
CHURCH EVENT PLEASE CALL
ANGELA 202-244-2995

.NCww MEMBERS, PLEASE

MEET IN RANKIN CHAPEL AT 3:30
PM ON SUNDA, OCT. l FOR UOR
CELEBRATION

PID ALPHA MO IS SPONSORING

A SECURITY SEMINAR THURSDAY OCTOBER 5TH 6:00 P.M.
BLACKBURN HILLTOP LOUNGE
H.U. SECURITY DISCUSSES BLUE
LIGHT SYSTEM

PHI ALPHA MO MANDXt'ORV

GENERAL BODY MEETING
BLACKBURN FORUM OCTOBER
4TH 5-6 P.M. A FAMILY AFFAIR

BE'IA KAPPA CR! w!LL MEEI'

OCTOBER 2ND, RM L-41 UGL AT
5P.M.

Al IENIION ALL NEw YORKERS!! THERE IS A GENERAL BODY
MEETING ON THURSDAY OCTOBER 5, I 995 AT 7:30 P.M. IN THE
BLACKBURN FORUM PLEASE
BRING YOUR IDEAS, QUESTIONS
& DUES!!

DELIA SIGMA Pli IOIA RHO
CHAPTER WISHES BROTHER
SONYA IRVING, WHO TURNED 21,
A HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY.

l'HE BRO I HERS OF DE:ctA·SJdMA
Pl; IOTA RHO CHAPTER WOULD
LIKE TO THANK ALL STUDENTS
WHO PARTICIJ'ATED AND INTERVIEWED WITH US DURING
RECRUITMENT WEEK

NSBE FALL REGIONAL CONFERENCE NOVEMBER 10-12 AT
NORTH CAROLINA A&T SEATS
ARE UNITED! CALL 806-4840

HO ENGINEBRINd & l BCHNICAL
CONFERENCE ''EMPOWERMENT
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY" OCTOBER !4+15, 1995 COME WALK
WITH LEADING ENGINEERS,
BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS
ENTREPRENEURS, AND OTHER
INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE IN THE
BLACK COMMUNITY. FOR MORE
INFO CON'D\CT OMAR DAVIS 806·
4824 OR E-MAIL thea a
cldc.howard.cdu

PACER BEEPERS AS Luw AS

I
t

I

$19.00, SERVICE AND ACTIVATION
REQUIRED.CALL JOSEPH AT USA
WIRELESS. (301) 210-2544/(703)
471-9464. 24 HRS A DAY 7 DAYS A
WK. NATIONWIDE SERVICE
AVAILABLE. MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED.
Al l'BN I ION (ALL CAPS) vOLONTEERS NEEDED TO TUTOR ANO
MENTOR CHILDREN AGES 5-14 @
SOJOURNERS NEIGHBORHOOD
CTR. EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
TO ASSIST CHILDREN IN THE
HOWARD COMMUNITY. IF INTERESTED PLEASE ATTEND INTER·
ESTED MEETING ON WED.,OCT 4
@ 7:00 IN DOUGLAS RM 237

ASELF-DEFENSE PROGRAM ON
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3RD AT 7:06
P.M. IN BALDWIN HALL LOUNGE
PRESENTED BY THE ALPHA
SWEETHEART COURT OF ALPHA
Pill ALPHA FRATERNITY, INC.,
BE'll\ CHAPTER.

'I HE IADIES OF DECIA SIOMA

THETA SORORITY, INC. sponor
'"fHE MIILION MARCH: THE
BLACK WOMAN'S ROLE" Tuesday, October 3, 1994 from 7-9 p.m. in
lhe Cbcmisrty Bldg.

DEADLINE FOR"!'OUR ON
WALL STREET" IS TODAY. PAY
FOR DUES, TRIP AND BRING
RESUMES TO SB-STUDENT
LOUNGE BY 4 P.M.

'I EACA FOR AMERICA IN l'ERES I'
MEETING DOUGLAS HALL RM.

. 108 OCTOBER 5 AT 7:00 PM

l'RE DEANOF ANDREw ltANKIN

MEMORIAL CHAPEL IS SEEKING
VOLUNTEERS FOR THE CHAPEL
ASSISTANT PROGRAM, A STUDENT-RUN ORGANIZATION FOR
STUDENTS WANTING PRACTICAL
MINISTRY EXPERIENCE. THE
DEAN OF THE CHAPEL, GRADU•
ATE ASSISTANTS, CAMPUS MINISTERS AND HOWARD'S SCHOOL
OF DIVINITY WlLL SERVE AS
SPONSORS AND RESOURCES FOR
THIS GROUP. DEAN RICHARDSON
ANNOUNCED THAT CHAPEL
ASSISTANTS WlLL SERVE IN A
VARIETY OF CAPACITIES TOWARD
MEETING THE SPIRITUAL NEEDS
OF STUDENTS ON CAMPUS. THE
FIRST PROJECT WILL BE TO
ASSIST IN ORGANIZING STUDENT
LED WORSHIP SERVICES. THE
DEAN HAS EXPRESSES HIS
DESIRE THAT THIS BE A TIME
FOR CREATIVE RELIGIOUS
EXPRESSION. FOR CHAPEL .
ASSISTANT INTERESTED IN PEER
COUNSELING, TRAINING WILL BE
PROVIDED. COMMUNITY OUTREACH,BIBLE STUDIES AND
OTHER SPIRITUAL GROWTH
OPPORTUNITIES WILL ROUND
OUT THE CHAPEL ASSISTANTS
PROGRAM. IF YOU WISH TO
BECOME A Cl{M.EL ASSISTANT.
PLEASE CALL THE CHAPEL
OFFICE AT 806-7280/

SONDAY, OCI'. J, 199) IHERE

WILL BE A BROTHER TO BROTHER YOUTH CONFERENCE VOLUN·
TEER MEETING AT 4:00 PM IN THE
SCHOOL OF ARCHJTECTURE
ARCHITECTURE AUDI.

'I RE IADIES OF ALPHA CHAP-

TER, DELTA SIGMA THETA
SORORITY, (NC. WILL HOLD
THEIR 18TH ANNUAL WALK-ATHON ON SATURDAY, OCTOBER
14, 1995. DONATION SHEETS WILL
BE AVATLABLE BEGINNING MONDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1995

IF AN \>ONE IS INIERES IED IN

VOLUNTEERING FOR THE MENTORING PROGRAM NEVER SAY
NEVER, THERE WILL BE AN
INTEREST MEETING, OCT 2, 1995.
IN ROOM 110 BLACKBURN CENTER AT 6:00 P.M . OLD AND NEW
VOLUNTEERS ARE INVITED TO
ATTEND . PLEASE COME WITH
PROGRAMMING IDEAS IN WRITING. MALE ROLE MODELS ARE
DESPERATELY NEEDED. IF YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CONTACT
LAWANDA AT 234-1260 OR
MEMONE AT 884-0694

Al IENIION ALL HOWARD UNI-

VERSITY MEN: THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY
AND THE MILLION MAN MARCH
YOUTH ORGAN IZING COMMITTEE WILL BE REGISTERING ALL
HOWARD UNIVERSITY MEN
WHO WILL BE PARTICIPATING IN
THE MILLION MAN MARCH. TO
REGISTER PLEASE STOP BY
ROOM 110 BLACKBURN OR AT
THE MILLION MAN MARCH
TABLE, LOCATED AT THE LOWER
LEVEL OF BLACKBURN. THE
GOAL IS TO HAVE A MINIMUM
OF 3000 HOWARD UNIVERSITY
MEN PARTICIPATE IN THE MIL•
LION MAN MARCH. MAKE SURE
THATYOUR REG ISTERED AND
COUNTED! BRING A FRIEND.

A'l"IEN I ION ALL HILCl'OI'

S1l\FF MEMBERS (EDITORS,
REPORTERS, PHOTOGRAPHERS,
AND RECEPTIONISTS): THERE
WILL 88 A MANDATORY MEETING TODAY AT 5:00 IN T HE HILL,
TOP OFFICE. YOU MUST BE IN
ATTENDANCE.
NO EXCUSES

(202) 234-0840

EXXON SIAIION NOw AIRING
FOR CASHIER, GAS PUMP A'TTENDANT. PART TIME. $6.00/HOUR +
COMMISSION. ONE BLOCK FROM
UNION STATION METRO.
CALL (202) 543-9456

NO CIMM ICK,S Ex I RA INWM E
NOW! ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600$800 EVERY WEEK FREE
DETAILS:
SASE TO INTERNATIONAL INC.
19515 TOM BALL PARKWAY,
SUITE 185
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77070
EARN SOME CASH! PROVE THAT
APATHY DOES NOT DEFINE GENERATION XI FIGHT FOR:

-WOMEN RIGHTS
-FREEDOM OF SPEECH
-THE RIGHT TO HEALTH,CAR£

PLUS ELECTRICITY ANO GAS.
(202) 574-2329 EXT 17 WEEKDAYS
(202) 588-0568 NIGHTS ANO
WEEKENDS.

~,

.'.)

SPACIOUS, FURNISHED EFFICIEN
CY UNIT IN BASEMENT OF
HOUSE. PRIVATE BATH&KJTCHE
CARPETING, CABLE, HEAT &AIR
PARKING, NEARBY SHOPPING
CENTER & BUS LINE ON N>H>
AVE. WALK TO METRO. FEMALE
PREFERRED. CALL FOR APPOINT
MENT! MS. PRINCE (202) 723-126
RENT. 3 1/2 BATH. TWO BLOCKS
FROM HU. 100% RENOVATED. CE
TRAL HEAT/AIR. W/ O.
MICROWAVE. XL-RMS. GRAD STU
DENTS ONLY. 1775S & UTILITIES.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. FOR
MORE INFO. CALL (202) 986-3956

ROOM FOR RENT IN IIOM E
LOCATED TWO BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. WASHER/DRYER. AIR
CONDITIONER, W/W CARPET.
HEAT. RENT IS$ 390/MTH tNCLUO·
ING ALL UTILITIES.
CALL 202-986-5334
HERE IT IS. 00 YOU BELIEVE IT?
WELL DON 'T EXPECT ANOTH ER
ANYTIME SOON.
LOVE SANDY

'

TION KIM CHASE IS THIS WHAT
YOU WERE EXPECTING? DO YOU
FEEL SPECIAL NOW? GREAT!
SEE YA LOVE SANDY
WORK AT BLOCKBUSTER ANY·
MORE. SO STOP ASKING US TO
STEAL 'D\PES
DARNIT!

AND EDUCATION GOOD PAY,
FLEXIBLE PART:t'IME HOURS
NEAR FARRAGUT METROS. CALL
THE CLEC PHONE CENTER AT
(202) 828-0905

ON E BEDROOM ENCLISAUSM I
APT. FOR RENT BEH IND SLOWE
HALL. NEWLY RENOViXl'ED. HUGE.
S610 UTILITIES INCLUDED. W/D
CARPETING FREE CABLE. SECURITY DEPOSIT. REQUIRED FOR
MORE INFO CALL KOVRA
(202) 672-1732

NICELY FO RNISAED ROOMS
CARPET. W/D NEAR HUH COOKING FACI LIT! ES $280-300/MTH
UTILITIES INCLUDED
(202) 29 I 2248

FORN ISAED Sz00-290+0 1lLI I !ES
10 MINUTES WALK
HU/METRO/SAFEWAY/QU IET. CARPETED/HARD-WOOD FLOORS,
NEWLY RENOVATED
BATH/KITCHEN. WASHER/DRYER
(301) 294-0334
---------$560.00 PER MONTH iHIS
APARTMENT IS LOCATION ON
THE TH IRD FLOOR OF A 19 UNIT
BU ILDING. COMPLETE AIR CONDITION. LOCATION: 1225 CLIFTON
S1;N.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20009
ONE•(I) BEDROOMS AREAVAILABLE-----$440.00 PER
MONTH ..... LOCATION: 2201
2ND ST,N.W.. l49"W"
ST,N.N., 143"W" ST,N.N., WASHING•
TON, D.C. 20001. CALL MR. JONES
AT (202) 265-3624

NEWLY RENOVAI ED ROOM FOR

RENT, $300 PER MONTH NEAR
GALLAUDET UNIVERSITY.
PLEASE CONTACT RAYMOND A.
FOWLER AT (202) 546-0049 OR
PAGED AT (703) 422-1869

I wO BEDROOM APAR I MEN 1,
WALKING DISTANCE. RENOVATED
SECURITY BUILDING. $550.00

NEWLY RENOVATED/CLOSE TO
CAMPUS.WWC.GOOD SECURITY,
$250. AND UP (202) 723-4642
FEMALE/GOOD STUDENT TO
SHARE HOUSE/TWO BLOCKS
FROM MEO/DENT SCHOOLS W/D
NC W/WC FURN ISHED/GOOD
SECURITY $295 (202) 723-4242
WITH LARGE LOFT- COOL, QUI
AND SECURE SPACJOUS. GR EAT
LIGHT AND ARCHITECTURE.
METRO. W/0. CAC. CABLE. $710
AND UTILITIES.
CALL(301) 320-9021
RIAN. CLEAN, BRIGHT ATMOS·
PHERE. $300-380
CALL (202) 387-4066

·.

.

i:f:E_~- -- -•---- .. NM f'AilN., rA I I N )

$400-425, I BDRM W/ BALC. $500,
W/W. CARPET,EAT-IN KJTO! EN,
NEAR METRO. (INCLS. UTILS)
202/488· I 449

DARREN. BEST WISHES AND
GOOD. HEALTH ALWAYS AND FOR
EVER. AYANNA&SANOY TOO
MAD-GOOD LOVE SANDY P.S.
CALL ME SOME TIME (SMILE)
GREATEST THATS WHY WE LIKE
YOU. ARE YOU HAPPY! SANDY&
AYANNA

•

REAALY BUSY LATELY, HOWEVER, I WOULD LIKE TO GET TO
KNOW YOU A LOT BE1TER
THE CUTE BOY

ongrn u a 100,s

LAMONTE GEDDIS!!!
T O DAY, MR. ARTS & SC
T OM ORROW-MR. HOW
YOU GO BOY!

93.9 KISS FM, MARC BARNES ·&- RON DEB
PRF.SENI'

REAKY~

ERVI

RIDAYS~

UNDI

AT

TH,
FIREPLACE,SKYLIGHT, D/W,GAR
AGE DISPOSAL, HOOK UP FOR
WASHER/DRYER.Wtw; CAC, $950
PLUS GAS & ELECTRIC.
202/488/ 1449
BASEMENT APARTMENT, NEAR
HOWARD UNIVERSITY. GOOD
SECURITY. IDEAL FOR ONE OR
TWO SERIOUS STUDENTS. AVA IL
ABLE OCJ'OBER l. 450/ MONTH
PLUS ELECTRICITY.
PHONE: 301-439-9136

ATlliE

QUIGLEY's~s,.vCLU
"1&2.5 I ST NW ~
l -OJ..50
DOO.RS O PEN 10 PM-3 AM

.,....

~

8::::?1~~J ~ DOOJtS OPEN PM tJN'l1L

18TOCHILL e 21 TOSPUJ.. e NOATHLETICWEAR
Hip Hop, Reggae, Miami Bass, House, 70's Funk

IEIINEY

IL.OVERMAN~

PRc»DUCT ■ c»Na

,

"'Che people that always give back"
WE APPRECIATTE YOU R SUPPORT SO M UCH
1

S20Eii0&1
TO GIVE BACK & TELL YOU THANK YOU FOR YOUR
SUPPORT. WATCH FOR B.L.P. DISCOUNT CARD
$1.00 TO $ 5. 00 OFF EVENTSl

COMING SOON!

...................

will be holding its first meeting on
Thursday Oc1ober 5, in Douglas Hall
7:00pm in Rm. 116. You bring the
G-·, & we' ll bring the juice!

S'IODEN I' ESCOR I SEkvlCE

~

Specified

Event & Location

MONDAY-THURSDAY 7 P.M.• I t:45
P.M. (202) 806-4624

PROFESSIONAL vCR SERvlCE
"LABOR AND PARIS UNDER
$50.00 CALL JOHN AT
(202) 234-0840 PAGER
(202) 801-7099

CAP CITY WORLD'S FINEST
CAPS WORLD'S FINEST CAPS
(202) 722-0701
t -800-223-'D\JO

B.L.P "THANK YOU" CARD
TIIIS CARD IS A PRIVILEGE · NOT A RIGHT. YOU
ARE SUBJECT TO COM PLY WITH Al l VENUE &
B.L,P. RULES AND REGULATIONS. WE RESERVE
TIIE RI ClHT TO REAJSE ADMISSION OR REVOKE
TIIIS CARD AT ANY TIME

Any questions or comments

Call (20 2) 516-6386

SI ODHN IS, AACOLI"Y. SlAFI·
TOP PRICES PAID FOR USED AND
UNWANTED TEXTBOOKS WITH
RESALE VALUE 'D\J BOOK SERVICES (202) 722-0701
1-800-223-'D\JO'

S' IODENI'S IEACHE!l
WANTED- EDUCATION MAJOR
NEEDED TO TUTOR-ONE FIFTH
& ONE FOURTH GRADER IN
LANGUAGE ARTS & MATH
WEEKDAYS 4:30-6:30 PM $100
PER WEEK: LEDROIT PARK REFERENCE FROM PROFESOR
REQUIRED CALL EVENINGS

An EN

nb~2~, tbb5llNc 4-S Iu.

cfhe <Ilowara <un lverslt"l c_oancin' CJ3tsondl
PRESENTS T HE OFFICIAL

H.U. vs Florida A&M

REFAMIA

1

DENTS W/ENTREPRENEURIAL
SPIRIT. EARN UP TO $1500 PER
WEEK. FOR MORE INFO CALL
(202) 363-8886 EXT 6966

MATURE ENERGETIC, OPTIMISTIC PERSON 25+ TO ASSIST
WITH LOCAL ADVERTISING AND
PROMOTION. EXCELLENT PAY
CALL AND LEAVE MESSAGE

AT T H E

BLACKBURN BALLRO0

Soun s by HU's#1 ~J W.@U~O iiii
Tickets Available at Cramton Box Office
A SPECIAL THANX T O BENONEY L
Tickets Available at Ctamt0n Bo Offlc
OV$E RMAN PRODUCTIONS
3 84 11 - $5 AFTER
•
• •

